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Since last issue, I've received a lot
of positive response from the Oeel
concerning the changes aod expansion
of Sentry. This issue renects even more
changes, expanding into areas o(
lndus1rial Security and Technical
Security, and the growing Legal Issues,
Information Security and Personnel
Security sections.
The command is also growing and
changi11g. As of 1 October 1988, we are
now the Naval Investigative Service
Command (NISCOM), and have a new
headquarters building 10 go with the
new name. Our new loca1io.n is at the
Washingto.11 Navy Yard, Building 111.
This move bas not affected our mailing
address with the cxccptio.n of a slight
change to the +4 zip~ e. Mail going
lo Code 24 (Law Enforcement &
Physical Sccuri1y Programs) will go to
20388-5024. Submissions for Sentry
should also go 10 this address. Mail for
Code 21 (Information and Personnel
Sccurily) should be addressed to 20388·
5021. Our move is still in progress so.
allow extra time for mail 10 catch up
wilh us.
New poin1 of contact phone numbers will be provided next issue.

Sentry, the newsp.1pcror Che Nav.1;l Investigative Service Command (NJSCOM), isan au1horizc<I publka1ion for au Na"yand Marine Corps per•
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Making an impact
nthelastissueofSe,wy,Jtalked
about doing more with less.
Now [ want 10 expand on that
theme and talk about basing an
impact in the performance of our
work.
Having an impact means tl1at
we are gcuing the e~pec1ed, or
greater, return forourefforts. II does
not mean just •gelling the job done."
lo terms of the many security and
investigative disciplines we represent
at the Naval Investigative Service
Command (NISCOM), it means
beucr trained security people because we had an impact on the quality
and availability of Ihe training. In the
Oeel, it means you attained command-wide security awareness •• fuU
time. It means a successful Inspector
General inspection because you
knew the regulations, implemented
effective and efficient security procedures, detected security vulnerabilities and corrected them before a
breach of security could take place. It
means we recognized a fraudulent
practice and saved the Navy, and the
U.S. government money. It also
means we ensured tilat the security
and investigative elements cooperated in a timely and effective manner
to preclude an opportunity for espionage. And, it also means tha1 our
security forces provided not just
protec1ion, but deterrence.
You will notice that this edition of Sentry is more balanced in its
application to all the Navy security
disciplines represented by NISCOM.
You may be a representative of a

I

smaller community which previously
received more aucntion in past editions of Semry, and may feel that
·your" newspaper is being adulterated. Stop and reflect, however, on
what I said last issue about the importanceof serving all personnel. We are
here lo complement each other and
many of our individual tasks go bandin-hand with other security aspects.
Together, we are a total security
concept.
Security starts at the perimeter
of the base and ends with a single
piece of classified paper or weapons
component. Law enforcement resources enforce security requirements. Everyone involved in security,
investigations, and law enforcement
work within their respec1ive areas of
responsibility, but work together in
the "big picture."
Lct'sensurc that you recognize
where you fit into the "big picture" and
who else is there working with you.
You are Security Managers, Top Secret Control Officers, CMS Custodians, Contracting Security Officers,
Technical Surveillance Countermeasures Technicians, TEMPEST Control Officers, watchstanders, roving
patrols, Masters-at-Arms, Special
Agents, ADP Security Managers,
NATO Security Officers, dog handlers, personnel in the Nuclear
Weapons Personnel Reliability Program (PRP), gale guards, Marine
Corps Security Forces, MP's, and
aJso, sccurity-consciousAmcricans in
the Navy or Marine Corps.

Rear Adm. John E. Gordon

Future editions of Semry will
continue to be more broadly directed lo everyone who works in
security or is impacted by
security... that is all of us!
Sem,y is news, it is guidance, it
is kudos, and it is advance notification of policy. Mostly, Senlry is a 1001
for each of us to use to learn or share
ideas. Make Semry work! Make it
par! of the impact I've been 1alking
about. Pass it around. Call special
ar1icles 10 the allention of your shipmates. Post them on bulletin boards.
Use them in your daily work. Tell
your CO or XO that you want to
nha,•e an impactr
And when you've succeeded,
when you've had that impact, let us
knowso wecan tell others about it in
Sentry.
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Advice from the Detailer

What can you do
when 'they' won't
let you do your job?
by MACM C. E. Cochran
MA (E-6/E-9) Detailer, NMPC-405C

oc of the worst phone calls a
detailer can receive from the
nee! is !he one with a member
saying, "Master Chief, I occd 10 transfer
because the command won't let me do
my job."
My first inkling is to ask, "Who is at
fauh?"
If you have not proven yourself to be
the mos1 professional petty officer or
chiefpetty officer at that command, then
something is missing on your 1>art. (See

0

Congratulations to the following persoonel who were promoted 10
their present ran.ks during the latest promotion and advancement
cycle.

Li eutenant Commander (6490)
Gerald E. LoPorto

Li eutenant (6490)

MA I Hurley's article nc:d page)

If, on the other hand, your command has a misconception of the .func•
tion of today's Master-at-Arms, then we
need 10 educate the command.
No longer arc we the biggest and
meanest guy on board who is simply
expected to hand out linen and monitor
the liberty line and chow line. The fact
of the mauer is we arc as technical as any
other rating in the Navy when modern
police tactics arc employed as a daily
routine for problem sohing.
Wi1 h the present terrorist thrca1
and political unrest worl.dY.1dc, each
command must be ready, "illing and
able to respond with S\\1ft and decisive
action to counter any threat. Tbe only
way that can be accomplished is for the
command 10 realize that the Mas1ers-at•
Arms on board arc professional law
enforcement and physical security experts, and each Master-at-Arms must
rc.;iliz.c th.ii the only way the command
will know that is for us to project that
professionalism 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, both on and off duty.

*
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Rici.')' D. Dogie
Timothy G. Mueller

Steven R. Colt

Jimmie 0. Jomrr

Peter J. Mullin

Master Chief Masters-at Arms
Michael E. Crawfol'd
Orlando 0. Ctcao
l'bomjS L. Johnson
Laurence M. Hick
Timo1hy M. Peekham Roocrt P. Rehrig

David 8. Durham
Michael W. Kohler
Ro~rt P. Saillcr

Ralph s. Hcr,og
Michael Koutroubas
Richard K. Spring

J0&eph D. Vctro

Senior Chief Masters-at-Arms
Cesar F. Adan

Joseph C. Bernardo
Charles G. Bogg,;
Sue M. Cunningham
Patricia C. Hix
Romulo F. tgnad o

David M. Mendoza
Alan E. Powell
Rot>crt R. Ruger
Gordon F. Starr
Billy J. WOOdruff

George J. Ball
Bay Derromilla
Oa'lid W. Broadway
Robert D. Fulton
Lany L. Huddleston
Jeffrey T. Johnson
Karen O. Parker
John W. Reid

Ladonna R. Selby
Janice L. Svec
Randolph L. Wrighl

William A Jkn1lcy
James R. 8i$hop

Christopher Bcrit
Ron Blankenship

Donna L Qiddis

Richard P. Chancy

Ronald E. Griswald
Patricia A. Huntley
Boyd Keele
Mauritc I,,. Parks
Donald C. Rooerts
Thomas G. Side!

Jimnl}' Hammond
Anthony P. I furban
Albert C. La\\'SOn

Ronald L. Wiebe

Roben G. Porter
Jes1,1s Rodriguez

Mark 11. Sieben
Ro~n L. Wimbley

1································~~··········································

Advice from the Ratin~Advimr

Overcoming
the Stereotype
by MA1 Thi! 0. Hu~ey
Former NISCOM Asst. for MA Programs

Chief Masters-at-Arms
Gerald Anagnos1ou
Emilio Oafmaceda
Melvin P. 0f'Cge
Francis C. Cherry
Louis S. Conway
Mauhew W. Davis
Jerry A. Eicker
Ed•'atd P. Fulk
Paul A. Hardesty
James M. Head

Mark Anderson

Francisco L Ba1ac
John Cavanaugh

Steven P. Childs
Bonnie J(. CriS'Ytcll
Frederick R. Diehl

Jeffrey 'f. Ell<lns
Richard Furmaniuk
Mark W. Hardin

Linda C Horne

Robert 0 . Herbert
Drian D. Jacobson

Larry R. Jones
P hillip S. Lafrance

Frederick Kalmbach
Charles J . Liu le

Edv.in C. Mateo
William Moriarity
Rodolfo H. Pangan
Eduardo Ramirez
Herman J. Redding
James Siegel
Frank G. Stocfncr
Steven A. Szalo
Dale E. Tuttle
Jacquelyn D. Webb
Oanie!T. Wright

Archie C. McArthur
Hans M . N.:igorr
Taresa L Phillips
Ellen K. Ramsey
Jacquelyn Rochelle
Michael R. Smith
Robcn G. Stove-r
Stephen 0 . Thoma.,;
Robert J. Utter
Elisabeth J. Weier
Christine L. Zunkcl

Lawrencc•G. 8ag.insk.i
Richard C. Berry
Roben l . Chaney
EtS<I V. Cole
Walter K. Croxton

Robert L Baldwin
John J. Bicknell
Leonard Chapman

Charles Compeau

Glenn P. Davis

Patricia L. Otw.-cl
Vaughn M. Ehrman
Gerry S. Feild
Daniel Ferris
Robert L. Goldfinger Paul R. Hahn
Jenilee K. Hanis
Miles J. Harvey
Anthony l-Jemandcz
Robert K. Hill
Raymond S. Jahnke
Thomas G. Jessen
S1evcn ll Kinder
Lance Kleinsmith

£ddic J. Lyons

Rol>crt Mnldonado

S.,ra G. Miller
E\·erctt E. NeW$0me
William A. Pitord
Jerry O. Ranger
Roben A. Rook
William H. Spangler
Billy R. S1roups
Jon P. Thomp.,;on
Adalberto Vasquez.
George A. Willis

Cheryle L. Mills
Bobby W. 0.lcy
Ton)' A. Ramey
Wayne A. Reay
Mary A , $¢ymour
Mike L Spring5teen
Ronald Suggs
Ronnie L. Turnbull
Russell H. Wagner
Mercedes Wilson

First Class Masters-at-Arms (SEP 88 Cycle)
Kenneth T. Aanen.scn
Kathleen Avery
Ronald Bouldin
Cathy I.. Cooksey
Detty Feeley
Bruce 0 . Girkin
Rkhard Hayman
~ irhard A. Kerekhove
Shannon Lovejoy
Ronald Ma)field
Olen E. Mendenhall
Michael Newell
Oon3ld K. Powell
Jaime R Rodriguez
James R. Se.arks
Mark O. S1crling
Kenneth Thompkins
Edward Whiuington

An1hony M. Allen
Michael Andcn.
Patricia L. Appleton
Richard J. Banks
Donna Baptiste
Naney K Bobo
Quinton E. Drown
Michael W. Conn
Eric J. CoUins
Catherine 1,. Orc-zak Clyde W. Ouna~y
Cheryl Etherton
William A. Penby
Debra A. Flynn
Gerald P. Gioa'-'l,rnoli
Edward C. Oolmond Tracy A. Gonz.o
James W, I larring1on
Hugh B. Hermitage
Richard A. Hewitt
Denise Hill
Erie L. Lashley
Drian W. l.'twn
Kenne1h Lazor-chak
Christian MacHidon Vincent S. Malgioglio Dorrlsc J. Ma.XW"ell
Mark Mccready
Arthur B. ri..1.e.ad
Pamela Medearis
James W. Moon
T imothy H. Moes
G3.t)' S. Mo,gan
Jeffrey A. Nic-kcrson Louie J, Osbom
Pauli Pickering
Victor W. Quiroga
Larry H. Ramos
Eugene Richley
Vic1or R. Ruic
Walter P. Schmid
Jcuel F. Seal
John 0 . Segrc,;t
Jerry M. Singer
Edward M. Su1ck
An1hony R. Stewart
Debbie S. Tamlin
Pamela A. Stout
Rcn~(o ·nongco
Gregory A. Trumbull Karen L. West
Theodore Young

ince the Navy was established
over 200 years ago, many
changes have taken place. The
Mastcr-al-Arms(MA) origi.oallywasa
senior petty officer aboard a sailing
ship who was responsible for the safeguardi11g and issuing of firearms and
weapons.
As the Navy matured, the role of
the MA expanded to include the enforcement of Naval law, maintenance
of berthillg spaces, and general ere_;,
welfare. With the reduced emphasis of
crew's marksmanship, the MA's role
began to be overlooked and the posi1ion evolved inlo one of simply hand ling linen a11d supervising chow lines.
Of course, Lhe individual assigned to
this job was normally someone not
greatly needed elsewhere, and as a
rcsul!, MAs soon became s1creo1ypcd

S

.

as "less than average sailors" who were
MAsonly because they did not perform
well in their own ra1ings.
In 1973, the Master-at-Arms ral ing was established as a separate entity
in response to an increased need for
trained law enforcement and physie<1I
security specialists. Today the M,,_ is as
completely different from his sai.lingshipancestorsas man is from his Neanderthal counterparts.
Unlike the MA of old, applican1s
must now meet stringent selection criteria and be evaluated as lop-performers in their field. Formal law e nforccmenl training is demanding, both
physically and mentally, and promises
to remain tough.
In today's environment, the job of
(Continued on following page)
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STEREOTYPE

Unfortunately, some people still
characterize today's MAs as insignificant. Because of this, some MAs may
an MA has become ever)thiog but low have to start at the ground !Joor in
priority.
obtaining the professional respect of
Since OP-09N assumed rating their commanding officers. This prosponsorship of MA's in October 1986, fessional trust and reliability is absothe "new" MA is trained lO work lutely essential for MAstodo their job
closely with NJS agents involved in correctly, and it is up to each MA to
drug interdiction e fforts and felony in- change this damaging image of the
vestigations, as well as the routine rating.
If you are trying lO improve rapduties aboard ship and shore stations.
To further enhance the profes- port wilb your command, there arc
s ionalism of the rating, guidelines some things you need to keep in mind.
The attitude with which you ap•
have been developed to ensure that
appropriate quality controls are main- proach a situation is90% of the battle
tained on l\,1As in thencct. T hey must and as a senior petty officer it is your
maintain impeccable service records responsibility lo obey your chain of
after conversion. MAs not perform- command, even ifit docs not function
ing up to standards will be removed like you think it should. There is some
from the program and reverted back truth to the axiom that " the squeaky
to their former rating. This ensures wheel gets 1he grease," but the old
cont inuanceof the high standards nec- saying that you " can catch more flies
essary to provide the ncet with trained ,vith honey than vinegar" oflen works
law enforcement professionals.
belier! Bulling heads with your senior
oWccrs is nol the best
interpersonal com•
nrnnication skill to
use.
Instead of confrontational tactics,
try proving your professionalism and reliability through the
superior performance
of whatever tasks
you're assi·gned. Expand your responsibilities by requesting
collateral duties in
areas that you want lO
in1prove, and make
those areas better.
Don't lose patience
due lo slow progress
since it may take time
10 establish credibility. Remember that
each accomplishment
Today's Master.at-Arms - professional law enforcemPnt and
that you achieve \\ill
physical secu1ity. MAC John F. Phillip s, NAFWashir.gton DC.
cause that command
processes a c,ime scene. (Photo by J01 John $. Verrieo,
lo take notice and will
NISCOM)
(Continued from previous page)
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build that all-important professional
trust.
Another aspect of professional•
ism is the desire to continue your
training ,md development. Just because your command does not fully
support your training program docs
not mean that your p.rofessional
growth bas to stop. Take advantage of
the opportunities available to you to
continue your training duri,1g off-duty
lime through affiliations with professional groups, local law enforce ment
agencies, and civic orgaoi2<1tions.
Becoming involved in reserve police
units, fire or rescue departments, or
even Little League baseball teams,
displays your desire 10 develop professional and leadership skills through
community service.
Jo addition 10 efforts in the local
communily, lhere are innumerable
law enforcement related correspondence course from all branches of the
service that can enhance your job
performance and knowledge. Opportunities for technical or college-level
education should be taken advantage
of as well.
R emember, the only person who
can slop your profession;,! growth is
you.
Through dedication to service
and continued development, both
personal and professional, your value
to the command will become evident
and you will begin 10 sec the improvements io attitudes, which will m:,kc
your job more satisfying and rewarding. Through your leadership example, you can change the image of
today's MA force. Even if you ne,•er
reach your ultimate goals, your efforts
will greatly benefit your relief, who
won't have to start at the bottom all
over again. Think posith·cly! There
are no problems •· only solutions!

*
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Manpower shortage
in MA rating

MA Conversion Board
(October 1988)
Results

by MA1 Thil 0. Hurley
Fonner NISCOM Asst. for MA Programs

he results of the recent selection board pointed out a concern that needs to be readdressed -- applican1 recruiting.
The Master-at-Arms {MA) rating is currently manned at only 76%
overall and the neet continues to be in
desperate need of MAs, especially
Second Class Petty Officers and Third
Class eligible for advancement. For
the past few years, the rating has been
one of only a few allowed to increase
its manpower end-strength. This was
permitted in order 10 meet the Navy's
requirements for professional law
enforcement and physical security
personnel.
But the trend is in jeopardy of
changing •· for the worse. The MA
community, like many other ratings, is
trying to maintain its growth due to
our cvcr~increasing commilments
worldwide, but app.Ucations for conversion to the rating have been declining. This means that we can not even
fill current billets, much less those
projected for the near future. Because
or an inability to fiJI billets, some billet
cuts arc already scheduled. If th.is
(rend continues, the !1,iA rating maybe
forced 10 make additional cuts which
reduce your chances of having a
trained MA partner and could adversely impact future prommional
opportunities.
In order for the MA community
to continue to meel its expanding re.sponsibilities, we need to convert
many more applicants than we arc
doing now; however, 1he bigb standards that have been esrablished for
the rating co1111ot be lowered.
This need is very clear. MAs in

T

Congratulations to the following individuals who were selected for convcr
sion to the Master-at-Arms rating by the October 1988 Selection Board.
Cha des Abron

Austin L. Bentley
Jos,:ph L. Casey
James W. Dennison
George r. Doyle
Joseph D. Felker
Brian Gibbons
Daniel Kilis:zcwski
Reginald 0 . Madison
J~eph A Paradise
Gary L. Prebyl
Bart>ara A. &hmecs
Joseph R. S1rauon
Hatekila Tuipetehake
Carol A. Wedeman

Mary K. Ba,:ney
Rooe<1 A. Burgen
Kenneth Davenport
Prank W, Davis
Dorinda K. Dodd
Steven C. Doire
Richard M.. Eaton
JimmyE.Elam
Steven C. Flynn
Eugene O. Foss
Ko1hy D. Goelz
Roger L Hilliard
Kevin K. Klar
Gerald C. Laveny
Thomas E. Miller
Sandra J. Moore
Jeffery T. Parron
Clifford W. Pattin
Thomas Reichenbach J3cque1ine San1illanes
Raymond Simoneau
Steven Smalkowsk.i
Otis S. Sutherland
Vat L Thompson
Paula J. Uetker
Richard T. V055
Kerry O. Weeks
JefferyT. Wright
Mark Anderson

Jimmie W. Brown

Rooen J. Benson
James W. Ctin
Wayne M. Ocmoga
Joo E.. Doliana
Mark A. Emerson
C. F. Pranceschini
Daniel A. 1-Uncs
Kicrh I,. Lowe
Todd G. Mutchler
Thomas 1·1. Pos1on
Jim Schcllenbcrger
Mark J. Smith
Kcn.neth Trantham
Rober1 Wadswor1h

!
the flee! need to make recruiting prospective applicants a high-priority in
their day-to-day contacts. Career
counselors arc being made aware of
1he need and arc becoming helpful,
but the major emphasis is placed on
MAs in the fleet to seek out qualified
candidates and help them achieve a
career in the Master-at-Arms communily. Being a Hrccruiter)J may
sound unappealing1osomeofyou, but
it is essential for the well-being of the
rating aod it's easier than you may
think.
How many times have you run
across a shipmate who appeared in1erested in what you do? There's a prospective candidate righ1 there! Now
all you have lo do is make sure that
they are up to 1he standards required
of an MA, provide them with a good
background in prepara1ion for conversion, and assist them with their

application package.
Don't be concerned about becoming an expert on 1hc conversion
process •· that's our job and you can
contact us with any questions. Most
importantly, don't let anyone tell a
prospective candidate that they can'I
convert until you've checked ii out. A
lot of prospective candid«tcs failed to
apply because they were misled about
requirements•· that's a mistake that
shouldn't happen to anyone.
A.s rate-d MAs, we have an interest
in seeing that only qualified candidates become MA selec1ces. Our
rating is al a cri1ical point in i1s development and everyone needs to make
their best effort to support its continued gro,.1h and professionalism. We
can't afford to lose tlte progress we've
made.
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N1vr's /1r1es, sAl),rard

oF,e,s vn✓~ve po//ce dv~
Naval Brig (second largest of all serv- menls in the nation, and in scope and
ice brigs in the nation); the Inactive size ranks as the 17th largest of 1326
Ships Detachment, which maintains a Police Departments in Pennsylvania.
The department which is broken
n 1TI5 the Continental Con• 'mothball fleet" ofWWil and Korean
gress, meeting in Philadel- War ships; the Naval Damage Con- do"n into three divisions: Patrol,
phia, Pennsylvania, provided trol Center for shipboard firefighting Special Patrols and Administrative
for the outfilling of 1wo small wooden training; and the nation's largest Na- Support.
sailing vessels to protect our coasts, val Reserve Center complete with the
Routine police protection is proT hal work was also done in Phi.ladcl- largest 0eel of Naval Reserve ships.
vided around the clock by the Patrol
Over the years the shipyard has Division, handling roost of the 200
phia, and ever since, 1heci1y has played
an active role in the U.S. Nary.
built 125 ships, everything from daily police calls, which range from
The nation's first naval shipyard wooden sailing vessels to the baule- parking tickets (over 1100 per rnonth)
was established in Philadelphia in ships New Jersey and Wisconsin. In and moving violations (over 300 per
1801 on an II-acre tract purchased the early 1970's its mission was month), to major accidents and serifrom the city for SI.00, With the changed to overhauling, refilling, and ous crimes.
advent o( the iron-clad ships during con,•erting the Na1<y's conventionally
A special security problem is
the Civil War, it became apparent that powered warships. Currently, it spe- posed by the base's4.5 mile water[ronl
the shipyard needed more space, and cializes in overhauling sophisticated and a number of warships sitting in
in 1865il moved toils present locat ion surface sh.ips and aircraft carriers.
drydock or al piersidc, which arc
,ibou1 three miles south.
Now the bulk of the yard's work- completely vulnerable, The answer to
Now situated on more I ban 2000 load is the highly complex Service Life lhc ptoblem is a 15-member Marine
acres within the city's southern-most Extension Program, which by rebuild- Unit, part of 1hc Special Patrols Diviboundaries, Philadelphia Naval Base ing aircraft carriers, can stretch lim- sion, that patrols the waterfront 24
is, in actuality, a small city within the ited tax dollars by extending the life of hours a day in maintaining a 100-foot
city, More than 7,000 military person- each carrier a minimum of 50% for security zone around the ships and
nel and their dependents live in the about 25% of the cost of a new one.
piers. T he unit also provides assisbase's residential district while an
With this much going on, the area tance to the Philadelphia Police Maestimated I 7,000 vehicles enter the poses some unique
base's business and industrial areas law enforcement and
each day, bringing the workday popu- security problems,
lation 10 over 50,000. Within the 10·
The Depart•
mile perimeter arc 52 miles of street ment of Defense
and 4.5 miles of busy waterfront.
(DOD) Police DeThe Philadelphia Naval Shipyard partment uses a
is the Delaware Valley's large-st indus- combination of civilENE.tlirrty SERVICES 11111
trial employer with more than 9,000 ian DOD police officivilian workers, five drydocks, and cers and Master-Al• over 1300 buildings offering more Arms 10 provide po·
than 7 million square feet of shop lice protection for
space. The Shipyard is also the largest the entire base com•
of the 36 separate naval commands plex. At 150 strong, Used by the Tactical Unit to, weapons and equipment transport,
aboard the Naval Base, Other major it's one of the largest the Emergoncy Services Unit is equipped with a star-$Cope which
act ivities include the 226-prisoner DOD Police Depart. enables police to see in the dark (Pho:o by Ptlm. Jetry Welsh)
by James J. Reaves, Chief of Polioe,
OoD Police, Pf1ilaclelphia Naval Base
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rine Unit andlbe Gloucester City, N.J.
Co.isl Guard Unit. Working out of a
33-foot steel-bull police boat
(equipped with radio, Oood lights, ao.d
fire lighting equipment) 1hc unit has

,,ssistcd io waterborne emergencies
such as shipboard fires, explosions,
aod pleasure craft rescues.
An Accident Investigation Unit
handles all vehicle accidents, comple1 •
ing and filing the Pennsylvama Police
Accident Report for more than 700
repor1able accidents each year, and
operating radar to ensure compliance
with the speed limit.
Another Special Patrol unil is 1he
K-9 Unit. Using two"explosive dogs",
1wo narcotics dogs and two patrol/
tracking dog.~, ibis unit performs
searches for controlled substances,
responds to all bomb threats, and
pro,ides additional security for visiting dignitaries. The learn is frequently
dispatched throughout the Nor1hea,tern United States to assist in bomb
and narcotic searches and special
operations, such as Philadelphia's
" We-The-People 200" celehratio11,
the President's visit to Dover Air Philadelphia's Mobife Communication and Command Post bus is equipped with a 12-porson
Force Base, the Pope's ,,jsit 10 Texas, conference center and a communication ,oom wi1h police, fire. ambulance. military, shipand the Pan American gan1cs in Indi- board and airc<aft radio equipment,cellula, telephone sand two roof-mounted high-powered
video cameras for viewing and reco:ding accident and disaster scenes. (Photo by John Long)
anapolis.
Tasked to respond to the increase
in terrorist activities around the world DOD oflicers.
reOects the department's acti,ity.
The Administrative Support Di- Tbat task falls upon the Crime Analyand an increase in serious crime at the
Naval Base, the department has vision controls the Armory, which sis Unit. The unit identifies and plots
formed a Tactical Operations Unit (or maintains the department's 212 weap- crime trends through computer analySWATteam). This unit of the Special ons; the Tow Squad, which retrieves sis of all police and investigative rePatrols Division performs when addi- over 50 abandoned and recovered ports and also produces a monthly
tional security is needed, such as pro- stolen vehicles per month; the Crime management summary that measures
iectiveservice details for visiting VIPs, Prevention Unit, which presents 16 the productivity or each officer, plasecurity for Army-Navy Game Day differe-nt crime prevention programs toon, and special patrol unit.
and ship arrivals or departures. each year to base residents; CommuThe members or the DoD Police
Members receive extensive training nications, and the Automotive Serv- Department at Philadelphia arc
from a variety of federal, state and ices Unit, wh.ich maintains the ncet of proud of their accomplishments. A
military tac.tical operations teams, as 23 vehicles including police patrol deep sense of responsibility to provide
well as continuous in-service training cars, paddy wagons, mobile communi- profossional police services to the
on all aspects of special tactical opera- cation/command post, tactical unit, community, and a dedication to maintions. As part of its regular training, and motorcycles.
taining high standards, have helped
and as a community sc.rvice, the unit
In today's "bottom-line" con- them develop intooneofthemost prosponsors a semi-annual Police Com• scious society, one of the more diffi- gressive police departments in the
hat Tactical Pistol Match at the Naval cult tasks facing any police depart- Navy.
Base which is open to and altcnded by ment is tying everytbing together into
over 100 area police officers as well as a meaningful report that accurately

*
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contains timely and informative articlcsconccrning crime prevention efforts. Every security department in
the Navy should be on the mailing list
of NCPC. Their address is National
Crime Prevention Council, 733 15th
Street N.W., Wasb.ington, DC 20005.
The phone number is (202) 393-7141.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF RETIRED PERSONS
(AARP) •· Primarily organized to
represent the interests of retired persons and the elderly, the AARP ac•
lively promotes crime prevention
programs to reduce opportunities for
their victimiz.ation by con artists and
others. Their awareness programs are
equally as informative lo the general
population as to their target groups
and the AARP produces excellent
material. Camera ready prints for
photocopying, pamphlets, films, video
tapes and other information can be
obtained from them on a loan basis,
for free or, in some instances, at a
nominal fee. For information, write
to: American Association of Retired
Persons, 1909 K Street N.W., Washington, DC 20049 or call (202) 7284363.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR
MISSING AND EXPLOITED
CHILDREN .. The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children is a national clearinghouse for information collection, storage and dissemination regarding missing or exploited children. U oder grants from
the Department of Justice, they have
published numerous pamphlets entitled JUST IN CASE..., dealing with.
missing, abused and exploited children. Additionally they publish infor-

mation pamphlets on runaways, dealing with grief over the loss of a child,
parental kidnappings and an assort•
ment of ocher timely and important
topics. Every Jaw enforcement agency
in the United States, including every
Na,,y security department, should be
aware of the Center's offerings and no
crime prevention coordinator should
be without copies of their material.
The address is: National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children,
1835 K Street, N,W,, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20006. Their information
telephone number is (202) 634-9821
and they have a toll-free hotline for information that could lead to the location and recovcryofa missing child, 1800-843-5678.

OTHER RESOURCES
Crime prevention is a bonding agent
between all segments of society.
Crime on a Navy installation affects
the surrounding civilian community
and vice versa. Civilian law enforcement agencies, for the most part, have
dedicated programs that they will
share with your department. Additionally, local community groups,
slate sponsored progrnms, private
industry, professional organizations,

service clubs and other organizations
can assist you through volunteer efforts or through crime prevention
materials that they will donate to your
program.
Soliciting funds from
sources outside the Navy is expressly
forbidden by law and regulation. If,
for instance, a service group such as
the Lions lnternational,a Rotary Club
or even one of I he wives clubs on base
wanted lo give your department
money for crime prevention, you can•
not accept it. Many clubs do fund the
printing of crime prevention booklets
and will donate them, as a service
project, to law enforcement departments. Check with the base legal
officer for guidance on these matters.
To meet the needs of your
department's crime prevention program, more than anything else, the
coordinator must be enthusiastic and
dynamic in delivery ofthis service, For
this reason, the coordinator should be
a self-starter, reliable, experienced in
law enforcement and have a track
record as one of the hardest working
members of the organization. Build·
ing your program around such a per•
son guarantees success. •

)
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Awards available for
•
crime prevention efforts
by Carlton A. King
NISCOM Administrative Ass.istant for Oime Prevention Programs

cisely 1he order required by 1he applica1ion. During the

screening process an initial review isconductcd to verify the
eligibility of nominees and to ensure that packages conform 10 published requirements. This is prior to the formal
review for awards delermioation. Your application, regardless of con1en1 and quali1y, may be discarded for
"Failure to follow directions." Again, this advice is similar
to that given i.o the above referenced Se11r,y articles.

he Crime Prevention Coali1ion, composed of over
120 member orgaruzations, including the U. S.
Navy, recogni,.es oulslanding crime prcvcnti~n
initiatives during its Annual Awards Program . Selec1ecsrn
each category arc nown to Washingcon, DC 10 be honored
PROMOTE ONLY THE PERSON OR
al an awards banquet. This year there were almost 100
11omina1ionssubmined 10 the Awards Committee on which
PROGRAM NOMINATED
I was priviliged to be a member.
Your narrative is limited to a set number of pages or
Nomination packets bad been sent 10 mos1 major words. Use chis space wisely by directing 1he reviewer's
claimanls and to nearly 100 Naval activities identified as attention to the person or program being nominated. Sevhaving crime preven1ion programs. Unfonunately none of e ral of the packages we re,iewed spent more time promotthese Na,y nomina1ions were submi1ted. Through daily ing the depar1mcnt or 1he company than the key person or
telephone conversations with chiefs of police, security the prqgram 1hey were nominating. Remember, bigger is
officers and crime prevention coordinators throughout the not necessarily helter, especially considering 1ha1 lhe panel
Navy, it is apparent that we have an abundanceof dedicated has many applicalions 10 go through and limi1ed 1ime to
people and effective programs in lhe licld that would have review packages, which is why restrictions are placed on the
quaLified to receive a national award. Hopefully, ne>-t number of pages or words in the firs! place. Unnecessary
ye,or's awards com mittee ...,;11 have several nominations information dclracls from more in1portant material and
from Naval aclivitics so that chose who work hard to blurs the vision of reviewe rs when considering the totali1y
prevent crime can be recognized for their efforts and their of 1he nomination.
successes can be shared with others.
Sitting on the judging panel was an educational expe•
BE HONEST
rience. Should your security department e lect to subm il
Awards arc generally 001 granlcd for routine performnomina1ions for 1he 1989 selec1ion process, the following ance. Do nol s ubmil a nomina1ion if your only motive is to
advice migh1 benefil you in the preparation oflhe nomina- boos I 1hc morale of a person or program. Competition for
l ion packel.
1hese awards is stiff and ordinary performance will not be
sufficient for an award. Instead, ask the following quesFOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
1ions: What was done above and beyond thal which is
This warning is as impor1an1 as chose in 1he lase issue required? One nominee considered by 1he recent Awards
of Se11r,y, where two ar1icles (one dealingwilh 1hc selection Commitlee is a deputy sheriff a~signed 10 palrol dulies wilh
process for LDO/CWO and the other wilh Master-al- collateral duty as a crime preven1ion officer. In the course
Arms conve rsion} highligh1ed the importance of neatness of a year, he worked more hours on crime preve.01ion
and completeness wlwn subroilling packages for consid- programs offduty than hours worked for salary. When the
eralion. If, for inscance, an inslruction or applicat ion new budge! allowed for him to be compensaled for some
requires three reference Jeuers, submil three and don'! try of his accumula1ed overtime hours, he requested thal lhe
10 bolster your applicalion by submilling five or lry 10 money go coward purchase of crime prevention malerial
abbrevia1e the process by submining 1wo.
rather 1han personal reimbursemenl. Withoul question
chis is an exceptional example, but it illustrates a situation
FOLLOW THE FORMAT
where a nominee exceeded lhc norm .
·e nclosures or a1tachmen1s should be arranged in pre-
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INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY
In the selection process, nominees who either tailored
established programs to meet unique needs, or created new
programs, were given a lot of consideration for their
efforts. Th.is trait could be excellent justification for an
award. What, for instance, has a Master-at-Arms done to
reduce thefts aboard his vessel? How has the reported theft
rate declined as a result of the effort? How much money
was saved? Howcao the program be implemented aboard
other shi1>s?

specified lime periods, hours spent in crime prevention
efforts and anything else that quantifies the program effort
will help in the decision process.

The quality of crime prevention in the Navy is rapidly
increasing. One main element of professionalism is recognition for contributions toward the improvement or enhancement of the career field. Therefore, it is important
that supervisors take advantage of the benefits derived
from awards programs of this nature and nominate people
deserving of recognition, such as crime prevention coordinators, block captains, OMBUDSMEN or others who
STATISTICAL DATA
contribute to making the Navy a safe and crime-free
Whenever possible, nominations should include a community.
summaryofstatistical or numerical data. Information such
as population of the acthity, crime comparisons between

*

Two Navy commands receive awards for National Night Out programs
by Carllon A King, NISCOM Administrative Assistant for Crime Prevention Programs

he National Association of Town Watch, Inc. (NATW}, a non-profit membership organization dedicated
to the development and promotion of organized crime prevention operations, recently recognized two
Navy activities for their conlributions to, and participation in, the 1988 National Night Out campaign,
Of the five military awards given this year, two were received by Navy installations. This is indicative of the
progress that Navy security departments are making in the field of crime prevention.
On 9 August 1988, over 18.5 million people in over 7,000 communities participated in National Night Out.
Concerned citizens, business groups and law enforcement departments participated in a joint effort to ensure a
crime-free night by keeping porch and patio lights on, hosting block parties and working together lo convey the
message that neither crime nor criminals would be tolerated in their neighborhoods.
Naval Air Station Memphis, Tennessee was one of the national award ,vinners. The Chief of Police at NAS
Memphis, Master Chief Master-at-Arms Charles R. Kellog.g, related that a tent had been set up behind the
security department in which there were various displays of home security devices. T he security department
provided avisit by McGruff, the Crime Dog; served snacks; and sponsored acrime-free evening for NAS Memphis
personnel and their families. Crediting-Chief Master-at-Arms Sidney Bonhomme with a dt11amicand dedicated
effort to promote crime prevention and safety, Kellogg estimated that between 75 and 100 participants joined ,vith
the security department to celebrate National Njgbt Out.
The other Navy recip.ient was Naval WeaponsStation Charleston, South Carolina. -Chief of Police Steve Gagat
and Crime Prevention Specialist Sgt. Linda Sumey made a special effort to "turn on the lights and turn off
criminals." lo two separate housing areas of20,000 and 5,000 personnel, Gagat and Sumey organized parades
and attended approximately35blcxk parties cclebratingNational Night Out. As asymbolicgcsture, base residents
joined hands while standing outside their homes. This, in effect, established a "shield of neighbors" unified to
support one another in an effort to rid their community of crime. Gagat and Sumey credit their success to the
support they received from the Commandi.ng Officer, Executive Officer, OMBUDSMEN and Block Capta.ins
who were instrumental in the organization and logistics efforts. Sumey said, as with previous National Night Out
programs, there were no reported crimes that night.

T

*

National Night Out will l3kc place: nex1on 8 A ~gust J989. Ir your departmcnc ·would like to par1icipa1c, con1ac1 lhe National Association
of Town Watch, lnc., P.O. Box 303, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096.
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00
by A. A. Gorena, Oeputy Assistant Director,
NISCOM Information and Petsonnel Security

Have you seen the new Navy Security Manual, you
know, OPNA VfNST 5510.lH? What, you bave 40
copies? Tt'sdated 29 April 1988' Well, 1don't have
mine, nor do other commands on this base. How do I get
' '
copies?n
How many times has this conversation taken place in
the last few months? Why didn't everyone get their new
security manuals even though they are on the Standard
Nasy Distribution List (SNDI...), Parts land 2, or on Marine
Corps Distribution Code DL? How do we get our desperately needed manuals?
Distribut ion of OPNA VlST 5510.lH has been completed. That's what the Naval Publications and Forms
Center (NAVPUBFORMCEN) claims and all ships and
stations should have received their copies.
So, what happe ned to them?
The Naval Investigative Senice Command (NlSCOM) Information and Personnel Security Directorate
loo~ed into the matter and sought to trace distribution.
They found that in some cases, distribution copies were

f

I

received by the command, but were retained by other
offices, rather than being routed to the Security Manager.
Some copies were rejected and shipped back . In other
cases, they may still be in supply centers or mail rooms in
cartons.
Distribution was made according to the SNDL. The
copies are " loose leaf, three hole punched, clear plasticwrappcd, and 11/2 inches thick." Multiple copies were
shipped in corregatcd cartons of 12 each and were addressed to individual commands.
All Security Managccs should check with their supply
clerks, mail rooms, or loading docks 10 ensure that their
lH's aren't sitting there, unrecogni.zed. When all these
channels have been exhausted, order copies directly from
thcNAVPUBFORMCEN ·• don't call OP-09N as no stock
is maintained in Washington.
Change ONE to OPNAVTNST 5510.JH is ready to go
to the printer.
There are many security policy matters in "1H" and
Change ONE, BOTH of which require Security Manager
and Command attention. Don't wait any longer for the l H
to get to you. Make a local survey, then take steps 10 get
NA VPUBFORMCEN to send you a copy.

*

Naval Publications and Forms Center
Mailing Address:
Commanding Officer
Naval Publications and Forms Center
5801 Tabor Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099

Unit Identification Code {UIC): N0-0288
Routing Identifier: NFZ
TELEX Number: 834295
Western Union Number: (710) 670-1685
Telecopier: Autovon : 442-5912
Comm: {215) 697-5914

Customer Service Phone Numbers:
- Specifications/Standards Requisitioning (Emergency orders only - limited to five (5) line ttems)
Autovon: 442-3321
Comm : (215) 697-3321
Message Address: NAVPUBFORMCEN PHILADELPHIA PA
Hours of Operation: Mon • Fri, 0800 to 1630 EST. Refer to NAVSUPPUB 2002 prior to ordering.
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SECURITY ACTION LINE
New numbers

AV: 288-8856
Comm: (202) 433-8856
The Security Action Line is available for immediate assistance on INFORMATION AND
PERSONNEL SECURITY problems.
During duty hours, you will be referred to
the member of our staff who can best answer
your particular questions. After duty hours,
your message will be recorded and answered the
next working day.
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Same 3 security infractions top the list. ..again!
Each year, 1he Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO) issues a report to the President
on how 1be Agencies of the Executive Branch are managing information security. We provide
detailed statistics from the Department of the Nary.
Again las1 year, 1he same three security infractions appeared at lop of the Lisi:

Mismarking--over50%

Improper storage -- nearly 28%
Unauthorized transmission -- over 11%
Look al your information security program. How do you stack up against these national
statistics?

*

Original or derivative?!
by R. R. Gotena. Ocpuly Assistant Director
NISCOM Information and Personnel Security

he headline carries both a question mark and an exclamation point. h could also carry other symbols,
such as#@&•$?! Why, because 1hc words Original versus Derivative, in the context of security cla~sificalion, cause many people 10 rack !heir brains trying 10
determine exactly what or who is the classification authority for Depar1men1 of the Navy classified information.
Let's starl with a good source of informa1iom. Chap1er
6 of OPNA VINST 5510.lH is an excellent "primer" on
classification. Every person who applies a classification to
Na,-y or Mari.nc Corps information should be fully co over•
sant with this chapter. Strict rules must be followed each
time a classification is applied. Make sure you consuh
Chapter 6 and you won't go wrong.
And, what about downgrading and dcclassifica1ion?
The same chapter applies; particularly Article 6-6.
Who is an Original Classifica1ion Authority, you ask?
Exhibit 6A lists the ONLY officials in the Department of
1hc Navy who may classify original information. There arc
107 TOP SECRET and 353 SECRET Original Classification Authorities. CONFIDENTIALclassification/tulhori1ics arc nol specifically designated.
These are the people who designate the original clas-

T
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sification, but over 90% of all classification markings are
"Derivative!'' Anytime you use someone elses classificaa
lion in word, phrase, sentence. line, paragraph, etc,you are
deriving your classification from theirs. Therefore:
"Derivative.''
The Department ofthe Na,y has Classification Guides
for almost every program, weapon system, plan, operation,
or platform. The OPNAVINST 5513 Series provides
derivative classification to minute details.
Every year, the Information Security Oversight Office
(!SOO} requires statistics on how we are classifying information. You may have been 1asked 10 complete the data
report which the ISOO uses to compile its report to 1hc
Prcsi.dent on how we're doing iu our mandated efforts 10
classify properly, and that means, knowing how to classify
and not ovcrclassify.
This is where over 50% of thesecurity infractions in 1hc
Na1'Y occur. If we all understand bow to classify, imagine
how we can SIGNIFICANTLY reduce the infractions in
the Na,'Y and Marine Corps·- BY HALF!
1

*
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FADE TO Bl.ACK...
"Trash Ops" in the Philippines
by $/A R;charcl J. Sullivan
NISCOM Damage Assessment Branch

FADE THEME MUSIC, FADE TN -- A soaring Philippine Eagle lazily rides the 011-shore breeze, searchi11g
fora morsel offood amidst the quickly drying road-kill 011 the "Zig-zag" National Highwayfarbelow. Barely two hours
past dawn, the bright tropicalsw1 flares into the camera's view over tire tops ofthe swayingcocomttpalms 011 a nearby
hilltop as it coaxes the dry temperawre imo tire high nineties.
SLOW ZOOM -- Three Filipino scavengers, who, wearing 011/y c11/-off blue jeans, soiled T-shirt.r, wom
showershoes and the etem al air ofthe optimist, ore working tire landfill site at the U.S. Naval Station, Sttbic Ba)\ R.P.
171ese scavengers, k11own as "dumpster divers," pick their way through the mo1111tai11 of fresh moming garbage jttst
delivered by a dri,,erfrom Aiava Pier. As we watch them sort the accumulated anti soggy daily debris offleet operations, one ofthe three comes across a wad ofpapers with familiar markings. 77,e papers ore in the 1111c/assified trash,
mired i11 with old Plo11s-of-tlre-Day, Navy Exchange and AAFES promotio11al fliers touti11g yesterday's soles, las,
week's Pacific S1ars & Stripe.t newspaper, and an u11speakably smelly combi11ation of coffee grounds, broken plastic,
twisted wire hamesse.r, spoiled eggs, 11sed grits, aircraft parts, 011d ra11cid cookillggreose. Coref11lly separati11g the papers from the otherval11able recyclable goods, the me11 discover 011 over-stamp with the English word "SECRET' 011
the top and 00110111 of each page. 77u:y caref11lly pass the papers to their "boss," a time-wom and weather-beate11
caucasian.

He isa sile11t, privoteman who couldpassforCrocodile Dundee's best friend. He's Holl)"vood's idea of fhe "Bombo0America11," who scrapes 0111 a livi11g bala11ci11g betwee11 Mo cttllures i11 this tropical island 11a/io11. He has been
doing this fttrtive work for over a doze11 years, always 011 the lookom for the classified docume/11 or the aircraft part
ortool which in tire "dynamic" economy of Olo11gapo City 1ra11slales to quick and easy cash. He recognizes the forms
as classifietl U.S. Naval Messages, co11tainingperhaps the schedules ofSeventh Fleet submarines, or amphibious task
force ships. 77iis is the fifth package ofclassifiedmaterial Iris scavengers have "recovered" this week, a11d it's still 011/y
Tuesday momi11g. He is pleased and k11ows that his "case officer" will also be pleased, 1101 just with the documents,
but with the 11ineteen h1111dred dollars worth of then11ocouples he has stashed i11 the bed of his beat-up pickup lntck.
Dccidingtlrat it is time to "get rid ofthe evidence," hesmiles to himselfas hedri1•csofftomeet Iris case officer.•.• FADE

JNTHEMEMUSTC, SLOWFADE TO BLACK
Sound like a spy movie? Well, it's not. H's a real-life occurrence! Does this mean tl1at a bunch of classilied
information was just turned over 10 some foreign government? h could- - but not in this particular case. NlS
and the Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Philippines, with the support of ClNCPACFLT, have been doing
something about this hemorrageof classified information. It's a trash recovery operat ion designed to salvage -Jost"
government property from the trash at the sprawling U.S. Facility in Subic Bay, Philippines. The operation has
recovered thousands of classilied documents over the past 15 years. Local Filipinos, who arc illiterate in English,
are enrolled and trained lo search the UNCL>\SSIFIED trash at che dump and recover classilied documents which
Nary personnel iniproperly disposed of in the garbage. When they find a document with appropriacc markings,
they turn it over loan An1erican citizen --a full-time NTS civilian employee who has been working the "Trash Op''
since its inception (and who does indeed look like he'd be al home ,vi1h Paul Hogan's popular bushman character).
He supervises the scavengers and brings their treasures to NlSRA Subic Bay. The responsible commands are
identified and contacted, and COMUSNA VPHIL and CINCPACFLT arc apprised. By now this program is no
secret. Incomi.ngsbips are warned of the operation. Nevertheless, most visiting ships and local commands have
been "hit." Perhaps this accounts for the rumor that some skippers have banned the off-loading of trash in Subic.

*
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Unclassified but sensitive
by Christina &omwell
Head, NISCOM Security Review Branch

n 1985, Navy commands became responsible for implementing a new program which limited distribution of unclassified technical data with military or
space application subject to export control. Only"individuals and enterprises that are determined lo be qualified U.S.
contractors... requcst(ing] the data for a legitimate business
purp0se... " may receive such information.
Certification occurs when an individual or firm wishing
to participate fills out a DD Form 2345 and submits it to the
Defense Logistics Services Center (bLSC) for approval.
The form isa contract between the Department of Defense
and the submitter which states that the applicant is a U.S.
citizen, that be requires certain export-controlled technical
daia in pursuit of a legitimate busine.~s purpose, and that
the data will only be conveyed to other certiued contractors
and will not be exported without a license.
After checking to sec if the rcquestor is on the debarred bidders list, and/or if the person or company bas
had any export control violations, DLSC approves the form
and the enterprise can receive the unclas.sifi,,d technical
data.
In 1986, the program was expanded to include Canadian contractors.

I

'Unclassified technical data with
military or space implications
cannot be released, except to qualified U.S. contractors for legitimate
business purposes.'
Originators must identify 1cchnical documents containing exp0rt-controllcd, militarily critical technology and
mark them with lhe appropriate distribution limitation
statement and "notice of export control" in accordance
with Chapter 12 of OPNA VJNST 5510.l H. Commands
can only distribute technical data according to 1he distribution statements marked on the documents. Upon receipt of
a request for technical data "ith military or space application, a command must determine if:
Sentry
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A. Requester is a qualified U.S. or Canadian
contractor (verified by a DOD approved DD Form 2345).
B. Request is consistent with the business activity as described on the DD Form 2345.
(Refer to OPNAVJNST5510.161)
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for this
type of technical data will be denied citing 5 U.S.C.
552(b)(3). Other requests from non-certified individuals
or firms will be denied, offering a fact sheet (provided in
OPNA VlNST 5510.161) and a DD 2345 to be filled out by
the requester a.nd submitted to DL5C if so desired.
Requests from foreign nationals or entities must be
referred lo the Naval Office of Technology T ransfer and
Security Assiswnce (NAVOTISA-10).
Navy Nuclear Propuls ion Information (NNPI) and
technical data concerning submarine matters will not be
released ,vithout the prior approval of OP-OON and OP-

02.
To date, approximately 20 denials of controlled technical data have been made to requesters. Problems have
arisen due to some confosion on exactly what data falls in
the restricted category, and at least one enterprise has
taken the Navy to court for denying the information.
Conversely, the president of Newport Aeronautical, a
certified cont ractor, was arrested for attempting lo illegally
convey controlled technical data to the Government of
South Africa without an export license. The Navy temporarily suspended the company's certification but did not
submit a recommendation, as required, to the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense, Research and Engineering
(OUSDR&E) for final revocat ion. It was later learned that
the information seized belonged primarily to thcAi.r F'o r~,
who bad never suspended certification and continued to
provide Newport Aeronautical with technical data, even
tlfter the president's arrest.
There is still confusion about the program, but
OUSDR&E is presently drafting a revision to the Department of Defense directive, to identify more clearly what
information is protected by this program and emphasizing
the legal aspects and reporting requirements.
Specific policy and procedures can be found in
OPNA VJNST 5510.161, "Withholding Unclassified Technical Data from Public Disclosure" dated 29 J uly 1985.
Quest ions may be directed to the Chief of Naval Operations (OP 09N2), Washington, D.C. 20350-2000.

*
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by Raymond P. Schmidt, Head, NISCOM

Oass.ification Management Branch

Chief, I just got this message
marked 'NATO CONFIDEN•
TIAL.' What's that mean?"
"Show me, Jim. I haven't seen
'that' classification in live years. I don't
think we have anyoneonboard cleared
for NATO."
This scenario, or one like it, takes
place several times a month. The
Chiefof Naval Operations (OP-09N2)
wants to make your job easier, and
reduce the time needed to brief Navy
personnel about NATO classified
material. Navy personnel are guided
by instructions from the United States
Security Authority for NATO Affairs
(USSAN} •· the Secretary of Defense.
"NATO material is covered under a special access p.rogram, Jim. If
we get classified messages marked
NATO, we're supposed 10 brief everybody who needs to see them."
"Where do I find that information, Chief? I never got that training."
"First, check the Navy informatioa and personnel security manual,
OPNAVINST 5510.lH. Se-e , it says
that we need OPNA VINST
C5510.101D to brief our people for
access to NATO classified information. But we wouldn't need the brief•
ing if we only got 'NATO RE·
STRICI'ED' and nothing higher."
The Secretary of Defense has authorized Navy commands lo handle
NATO RESTRICTED information
in chc san1e manner as we store, trans•

mil, and control U.S. FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY information.
NATO RESTRICTED information may be stored in filing cabinets,
desks, or other containers localed in
rooms where government or contrac•

tor security is pro,idcd duri.ng nonduty hours. Locked buildings or
rooms usually provide equal protection if internal building security is not

Handling

'NA TO'
documents
available.
U.S. u.oclassificd documents that
contain NATO RESTRICTED information must identify it by Jppropriatc
markings on each page, and on the
cover or first page.
Documents that contain NATO
RESTRICTED information will be
packaged and single-wrapped, and
mailed via U.S. First Class Mail.
These and other procedures for
safeguarding NATO RESTRICTED
information arc explained in OPNA V
NOTICE 5510 of 17 November 1988.
They are also being incorporated into
OPNA VINST 5510.lH.
For classified NATO material,
OPNAVlNST C5510.101D is require-d. lf your command needs this
document, a letter request must be
sent via your administrative chain of
command to the Chief of Naval Operations (OP-09N), Department of
the Navy, Washington, DC 20350·
2000. (If you need to talk with someone at OP-09N, call the Security Ac•
tion Line: A/V 288-8856 or commercial (202)433-8856.) The letter must
explain why you need the NATO Security Procedures Directive. While
awaiting the requested Confidential
instruction, clas~ified NATO mcssagcsshould be seen onlybythose who
need them for action, and should be

stored in a proper security container.
Most important is to maintain control
of the NATO classified material and
store it apart from U.S. classified
documents, even if locked in the same
safe drawer.
"Chief, I see the briefing here in
Ihe NATO instruction. Looks easy
enough . So now I get everybody to
read this briefing, and that's it?"
"Right, Jim. But we need to keep
a record of who gets the briefing and
debrief them when they don't need it
any longer. The OPS Officer is transferring in a few months, so we should
be sure 10 debrief him when that time

comes."
Once the basic briefing for handling NATO classified material has
been given, no additional action is re•
qufred for access to other NATO classifications, such as 'NATO SECRET.'
The USSAN is currently preparing a revision 10 the basic instruction
governing NATO security, and the
Navy will prmide copies to all who
need it when the new instruction is
approved. Meanwhile, OP-09N2 is
providing appropriate unclassified
portions of NATO guidance 10 all
ships and s1a1ions. That guidance
should reach users by late 1989.

Sentry
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'Bu t t ho se a r e jus t
my p er s onal n o tes!'

by S/A Richard J. Sullivan
NISCOM Damage Assessment Branch

ave you ever...
...attended a Navy school which let you 1akc your
classified notes "home" to the ship (or office),
provided you marked them, wrapped them and addressed
them to yourself al your command?
...prepared a classified document or message and then
kept your own "personal" copy "just in case?u
...wondered, a year or two later, just what exactly
happened to 1hat copy or those notes you never used?
...looked al your classified notes from a school and
wondered just why in !he heck you kept them in 1hc first
place, Or decided thal they were never really classified after

H

all'/

... held a classified inventory in which you found a
packet of"Personal Working Papers" or "Class Noles" for
some shipmate you never heard of before?
... heard a shipmate jealously grab a classified correspondence course textbook from someone else, because
uthat s my personal copy! "?
1

Time and again, classiued correspondence courses are
found in vacated apartmcnLs, garages, and mini-warehouse
sioragc sites. "Sample messages," tactics notes and study
guides, and even sensitive compartmented information
have turned up in household goods shipments and packages mailed home. Improperly retained classified material
has been discovered by spouses or neighbors in someone's
closet, or basement, or even in public dumpsters. Those
who have a gripe against the "ov.-ners" of the classified
material, C\'Cntually turn them in .
And 1hese arc only the events we hear abou1. How
much more is lost without a !race, and what happens to it?
We don't know. So, what is being done 10 control these
unofficial classified documents?
Recently, some training commands have limited the
practice of "sending home" classified course notes.
OPNA VJNST 5510.lH makes it clear that classified informal ion, in whatever form, remains classified and is never
anyone's "personal" property. But there are still a lot of
"personal working papers" oul there for which no genuine
need exists and over which we have no real control. And it's
no! just the recent student or instructor who likes to have
a personal copy"jusl in case." Rare is1hcsecuritymanager
who hasn't experienced !he mixed emotions of having to
remind "!he old man" 1hat he can't really take classified
material home v.i1h him, or keep those old messages for
"his book."
And how many of us assume that with the passage of
time or public exposure through open press, what was once
classified is now "UNCLAS?" Unless information is
specifically and officially declassified, even if it has ap-

If you have been in 1hc Navy for more than a week or
two and have had an}1hing 10 do with classified material,
chances are you answered "yes" to at least one of these
questions. It's common enough: the exercise planner, the
author or editor who forgets the simple fact that information, which is properly classified, is never the properly of
those lO whom it is cn1rustcd, aod i1may not be declassified
arbitrarily.
peared in your favorite newspaper, that information reIn 1he past year a number of instances have been mains classified and mus! be protected.
If you have such "personal files" of classified material,
discovered in which Navy and Marine Corps personnel
have risked 1he compromise of classified information en- you must understand thal they are not yours to do wilh as
tru~1ed to their care. You must wonder if they would you please. They must be properly protec1cd, and, if
deliberately risk their own careers and personal freedom necessary, controlled. Finally, ask yourself if )'OU arc willing
the same way, because that's exactly what they arc doing. to risk theircompromise aod your care-er in return for your
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personal convenience. Unless you can properly control "for his own information" while employed as a GS-05
and protect that information, the risk outweighs the gain, reproduction machine operator, was recalled from retireand your clear responsibility is lo properly destroy those ment by the Secretary of the Navy, tried at a General Court
"unofficial" and "personal" copies of classified informa- Martial, and convicted. He lost all retirement benefits, was
tion. Now is the time to seek them out, and destroy them. fined, and imprisoned. Oh, yes, he also lost his job as a
repro-clerk. Was this an extreme example? Not really, for
(Properly recording the destruction, of course.)
such
carelessness happens far loo often. Just watch tbe
DoD and Na,'Y policy are dear on the point that the
security of classified information rests with every person to headJinesfortbe next example. Or betterycl, do something
whom access to that information is granted, not just with about it, and destroy those old notes today.
the "security manager." You are responsible for compliance with policy. Executive Order 12356 requires that
classified information will be "used, processed, stored,
reproduced, transmitted, and destroyed only under conditions tl1at will provide adequate protection and prevent
access by unauthorized persons." It also provides that
"Officers and employees of the United States Government, and its contractors, licensees, a nd grantees shall be
subject to appropriate sanctions" for clisdosing classified
confiscate any contraband, classified
information to unauthorized persons.
or unclassified, that is discovered
What sort of sanctions are applied in the real world?
during such inspections. The proceA retired senior chief who removed classified messages,
dures to be followed are the same as
those normally used by security officers upon the discovery of a person
removing facility property without
authority.
Has an entry and exit inspection
program been established at your
command? Did you know that convicted spy John Walker told federal
investigators that he would not have
taken the chance of being caught by
such
a program. That if the Navy had
by M, F. Btown, Head,
presented
him with c1•cn a random,
NISCOM Information Sewrity Divis.on
remote possibility that he would be
A problem, or at least a potential searched, he wou.ld not have removed
lJ Department of the Navy ac•
classified documents from his
problem,mayoccurwhencarryingout
tivities are required to estabthis
program.
What
do
you
do
when
workplace. And would have been
lish an "Entry and Exit Ins1>ecforced
to use other more conspicuous
you
discover
the
unauthorized
retion" program. Ao implementation of
means
of obtaining documents ... and
moval
of
other-than-classified
matea Stilwell Commission recommendamay
have
been detected sooner.
rial
when
conducting
inspections?
tion, it is required by DOD InformaWho
even
though
the
knows?
You may discover
Can
it
beconfiscated
tion Security Program Regulation
it
has
beneficial
side effects, like
that
purpose
of
the
inspection
is
to
detect
DOD 5200.lR, and OPNAVINST
classified material? Ycs, you may reducing pilferage.
5510.lH.

*

Entry and exit
inspections ...
... many benefits

A

*
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Security violations
... who's responsibl e
I I

by S/A Richard J . Sollivan
NISCOM Damage Assessment ll<anch

retired CPO working as a GS-5
"rcprographic" clerk at a com mu•
nications facility had a curious
interest in classified messages. Was
that an brtelligence /11fonnatio11 Report
he just put in his wallet?
A sensitive photograph ofthe latest
So,•iet aircraft carrier appeared 011 the
front coverof a British Defense Industry
magazine. 771iswas11 'I a case of"spyillg
for the e11emy" bw of someone selli11g
classified i11fonnatio11 to a news magazine. 171c source ofthe photograph was
itlentifietl as a highly tnmctl employee
of the Office of Naval l111ellige11ce
(ON/).

A

Classified material turns up in the trash, public archives,
the media, and in the hands offoreign governments.
And You are responsible!

In the case of the retired chief, an tion was followed by a SECNAVenlisted watchstander became suspi- approved Court-Martial of a retiree.
cious of the repro clerk at a n OUT- Another "trusted employee" was
CONUS comm center in WESTPAC. convicted of passing classified U.S.
These suspicions were relayed to the information to foreign nationals.
Ofliccr-io-Cbargc who began a PrelocidentaUy, as a result of thei.r
liminary Inquiry and immediately General Court Martial convictions,
Classified information is turning notified the local NlS Resident both men lost all their retirement
up in trash dumpsters, in private ga• Agency. The Inquiry suggested there be nefits and were sent to prison.
rages, in publicarchi\'es, in chc posses- might be some actual basis for the
In the case of the ONI employee
sion of "friendly" and hostile foreign -suspicions, but there was no 1esolid who "moonlighted" as a photojournalpowers, in the public media, and in prooP' that the clerk was doing any- isc, the situation was a little differcnc.
case-loads of 1he Naval Investigative thing wrong. While the chain of It seems that be irritated some of his
Service (NIS) everywhere. Proper comm,md was being notified, NIS co•workers who either knew or
control and handling of classified requested that all other command strongly suspected he was violating sematerial has become, in some cases) a investigativesteps be held in abeyance curity regulations. But whose job was
nightmare.
so as not to alert the suspect, who had it to report his actions? "It's not my
Who is responsible for safeguard- daily access to SECRET traffic. NIS job" became a common, but sad reing this information, who is respon- began a long•tcrm undercover investi• frain. One of his co-workers later
sible for losing it and who is supposed gacion which led to the arrest of the complained that counterintelligence
lO do something about it?
retired chief who was caught leaving was 100 slow. "What took you so
the base with a classified message in long?" we were asked. " Everyone
In all cases, the answer is You !
OPNAVINST 5510.lH requires his possession. Searches recovered knew that be was a stringer" for the
all Navyand Marine Corps commands other classified material from his off- British journal, said the co-worker,
10 report all security violations which
base residence in the host country. He who claimed he had been waiting for
involve the loss, compromise, or pos- was subsequently convicted by a someone else to do something about
si/Jle compromise of classified infor- SECNAV-approved court-martial for ic. He himself, of course never told
mation to NIS immediately upon ini- passing U.S. Intelligence information anyone.
tiation of the Preliminary Inquiry. lf to a sccurit y service of the friendly host
Despite the policy, few comchere is no loss, and a compromise is government.
manding officers truly relish the prosruledouc, the Preliminary Inquiry may
Amazingly, while this first investi- pect of putting themselves on report
be che only step necessary, but the gation was going on, another e m- by notifying the NJS of che loss or
ployee al another comm center al the possible compromise of classified
incident must be reported.
Well, that's what "Navy Policy" same command reported similar sus- material, so, some conclude "If we
says, but is that what really happens? picious activity by yec another GS-5 can't prove it was lost, then it wasn't
T he answer is "Yes, sometimes, but repro clerk (this time a retired E-8). lost, it'sjust ' unaccounted for' until we
not often enough."
Another undercover NJS investiga- find it." That line of reasoning lead
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one ship, which could not account for
over 100 classified documents, to
conclude that the documents were
"probably inadvertently" destroyed.
The Type Commander was neither
impressed with nor amused by that
argument.
At the other end of the spect rum,
we do have the folks who leave a safe
unlocked for a short time or leave a
classified document out on the bridge,
when uncleared personnel arc pres•
cot. In those cases, the command
must make a judgement call as to
whether or not a compromise was
possible (assuming nothing was miss•
ing or "unaccounted for") given all the
circumstances.
So, what kind of violation is serious enough to warrant au investiga•
tion? The COMSEC and Sensitive
Compartmented Information (SCI)
communities use various terms fort he
distinction they make between "insecurilies"or "discrepancies,. and "serious" violations.
An Insecurity (COMSEC) or a
Discrepancy (SCI) usually means a
breach of the security regulations
which govern those communities, but
do not necessarily amount to a loss or
compromise of classified information.
For example, a simple violation of
"Two Person Integrity" is a COMSEC
insecurity which must, according to
CMS 4L, be reported, but may not require a Preliminary Inquiry or JAG
Manual lnvestigatioo unless there is
also a loss or compromise. An inadvertent disclosure of an SCI procc•
dure may not necessarily also involve
a compromise as defined in OPNAVINST 5510.lH. For example, suppose

a CONFIDENTIAL documeot is
mailed "registered" mail but is not
properly wrapped. It arrive.~ at its destination intact, seals unbroken, but the
recipient should report the discrepancy by mailing an OPNAV 5511/51
"Security Discrepancy Notice" to the
originator, with a copy to CNO (OP09N).
You must take notice of and report both major and minor violations,
but more serious violations, spccificallythose which do involve the loss or
possible compromise of classified information must be investigated.
There are three basic types of inquiries or investigations.
A PRELIMINARY INQUIRY is
an administrative step, intended solely
to initiate damage control. It is not a
formal fact-findiog body, and it is not
a criminal investigation. In the Inquiry
you must determine whether classified material was lost or possibly com•
promised. If so, find out exactlywhat
was compromised and how, and immediately tell the "originator" of the
classified information. This is akin to
a "MAN OVERBOARD" operation,
reversing the ship's course and taking
muster while the motor-whale boat
crew is assembled. Then you notify
the sh.ips in company. So too, the
originator, CNO (OP-09N) and NIS
must be notified as soon as a loss or
compromise is suspected. Other details which arc "nicc•to•have" include
identifying the responsible party, get•
ting written statements from witnesses, identifying security weaknesses and recommending corrective
steps. But the Preliminary Inquiry
Report must never be delayed beyond

three days in hopes of answering all of
those questions. A supplemental
report, if necessary, is perfectly acceptable. If the originator cannot be
identified, the message report must be
sent directly to CNO (OP-09N).
The NIS INVESTIGATION is
responsible for resolving questions of
crimina l culpability or counter intelligence interest. If there is a loss
or possible compromise, NIS must
have an unhindered chance to gather
and examine evidence. Even if NIS
declines investigative jurisdiction, the
command is not relieved of the requirement for either a Preliminary
Inquiry or JAG Manual Investigation.
A JAG MANUAL INVESTIGA·
TION is an infon11a/ fact finding body
(usually one officer) designed to resolve speciCic administrative concerns
such as what security weaknesses ex•
ist, how they can be corrected and
whether punitive or non-punitive disciplinary action is warranted. The
primaryobjective islo prevent a recurrence or the same error or. violation in
the future. The JAG Manual report
follows the administrative chain of
command but is addre.~sed to the
Chief of Naval Operations (OP-0<JN)
and 1101 to the Judge Advocate General. The report may use information
developed by an NIS investigation, including statements (prior coordination with NlS is necessary), but it may
not incorporate the complete NIS
Report or Investigation. Two important steps most often omitted in the
JAG Manual Investigation arc the
Classification Review and Damage
Assessment which arc done by the
(Continued on following page)
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Violations
(Continued from previous page)

Original Classification Authority or
the originator of the lost or compromised material. Requesting these is
the responsibility of the investigating
officer.
Frequently, when classified male•
rial is reported as lost or subjected 10
compromise, it is later found in the
custody of cleared personnel who d.id
not know they had it ("lost in the
sMe") or who missed it during !lie

"inventory." Recently, a classified
item, missing for over a year, was
found in the "wrong" vault within a
classified space. There was a general
sigh of retief, but not much interest
shown in f10ding out how the package
came 10 be misplaced, and most importantly, if it had been there the en-

tire time it was "unaccounted for."
"Okay, so those are nice sea stories, but that stuff doesn't happen
every day, and ii doesn't happen here
in this command ."
Well, unfortunately, loss and
compromise of classified material
happens in the best of families. No
community, no ship-type or air-wing,
gator or bubblehead, ship driver,

plancnycr, seagoing operator or landlocked staffmember is entirely without suspicion.
A classicexampleoflhat i\ the coworker of our ONl-photographer
friend -- the one who complained
about bow the counterintelligence
folks were so slow. Some time later,
he found out how the system should
work. The co-wotker bad been assigned 10 a differe nt work center a~ an
intelligence analyst. He was highly
trusted and appropriately cleared with
all. the "tickets" punched, and he had
access to a considerable variety of
classified information wb.ich be was
passing to another "friendly" foreign
power. But one of his co-workers
couldn't understand why the analyst
was collecting information which had
nothing lo do with his duties, for which
he didn't really have a "need to know."
This co-worker didn't wait for some•
one else to take action, but reported
his concerns 10 their supervisor. As a
result of the subsequent NJS investiga•
tion, the curious analyst and his wife
were tried in U.S. District Court and
convicted of passing that information
10 another "friendly'' foreign nation.
Both arc in Federal Prison.
It seems 10 be a problem every-

where, but very much like most other
diseases, if recognized in time, it can
be treated and cured; hut if ignored, ii
festers and grows, becoming more
painful and life-threatening. Prevention techniques are important, and in
the case of classified information,
prevention is education, awareness
and individual responsibility. After a
loss or compromise, the prescribed
treatment is an objective investiga-

ti.on.
Rather than vie,viog a security
violation as a headache and devising
excuses or rationales, commanders
and commanding officers must ex;imine their own procedures for handling
classified material. Then they must
convince all hands that responsibility
for iden1ifyingsecuri1y violations rests
not solely upon the classified custodian, but with everyone.
If you saw a shipmate fall over the
side while llOderway, you wouldn't
wait for the fantail watch lo report a
man-overboard. Similarly, you c.ln't
wait for " the other guy" to report a
violation or discrepancy either. Not
only can it happen on your ship, on
your watch, but the odds are that it is
already happening. And on your
watch, too!

SO, HAVE WE LEARNED ANYTHING YET?
We've learned that the grave.st threat 10 our security co01es not from "Boris the Byelorussian Tractor Salesman,"
but from our own carelessness and complacency. Frequently the weakest link is our unswerving trust in anyone who has
not yet been convicted or suspected of espionage.
With the initiation of centralized review of all Navy security clearances at the Central Adjudication Facility,
something is being done about standardizing Na,,y-widc criteria for clearances and acces.\ to classified material. We a re
doing the same thing "';1h security violations a.nd discrepancies.
J ohn Walker completed his career without having been subjected to a full-blown security re-investigation. Each of
his new commanding officers had no reason to question Walker's conduct, and each new assignment ga,·e him a clean
slate. After the arrest, a common observation of his peers was that, in hindsight, "something" looked "funny" e ither in
W;,lker's conduct, his handling of classified material, or in the command's classilicd holdings; yet no one thought that
any single event, taken by itself, was serious. Several people thought it strange that .Terry Whitworth's wife came to pick
him up in a Rolls-Royce, but no one asked a few simple questions. As a result, no one was able lo put more than one
piece of the Walker pua.le down at any one time. Thus, no one even knew there was a puulc to be solved until it was
100 late, and the ring had moved into its secOlld genuauon of espionage within the U. S. Navy.
Another thing we' ve learned is that it is imperative that every actual or suspected loss or compromise of classified
material be properly invest igated and reported. We must take our personal responsibility 10 protect classified
information, and to recogni2e insecurities and discrepancies seriously.
A cooperative effort involving both the command and the NIS counterintelligence professionals is the first step. They
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EXTRA! EXTRA! Read all a/Jout it!
compromise in the public media is the disclosure
of classified material in newspapers, magazines,
books, pamphlets, and radio or television broadcasts. (Refer to OPNAVINST 5510.lH., Sec 4-11)
How do these compromises occur? Most recent
disclosures have been through printed media. They can
occur when Navy personnel or contractors who have
a.ccess to classified material, are approached by reporters for comments on various defense-related subjects,
and they inadvertently, in the course of the interview,
give away classified information.
Compromises also occur when individuals, considered as experts in their various fields, give presentations
to open and closed audiences, write opinion papers,
articles or studies on topic.~ within their areas of
expertise, and include sensitive or controversial facts
and figures. The Navy has a multitude ofthese "experts,·
ranging from technicalsubjeclssuch as electrostatic ion
instabilities in various conditions, to broader subjects
such as the role of the fleet in the 1990s. These 'experts'
arc scanered throughout the Navy and its contractors.
Often such people are under the impression that if
they cite unclassified sources, it is alright lo publish what
they wish. Wrong! J usl because, for example, the range
of a new missile appears in Jo11e's Weapons Systems,
does not mean that the information has been officially
released.
The situation becomes daogerous when a wellknown "expert' in a particular field, whether consciously
or unconsciously, selects sources which come closest in
accuracy lo classified sources, and inadvertently lends
credence, by virtue of his position, to information in the

A

by Suzan A. Cox
NISCOM Security
Review B<anch

public domain that the Navy considers classified.
Anyone having access to classified information
should be aware of the risk in dealing with the media.
The smallest, most seemingly inconsequential piece of
information may enable an adversary, who is following
the program closely and can view that information in a
larger context, to thoroughly understand a concept,
developing an unfair advantage over the U.S. and an
ability to develop countermeasures.
It is essential to the effectiveness of our Information Security Program that when preparing for an
interview or gathering material for inclusion in an
article or other product for the public domain, that only
officially released facts and figures be used.
Once a compromise has occurred, the Chief of
Naval Operations (OP-09N2) must review the material
for a damage assessment and recoverability estimate.
Depending on the amount of the material and level of
classification, it may be necessary to completely
reevaluate an entire program to determine if the disclosed informa1ion can be officially released. This takes
many man-hours away from more productive and positive efforts.
Observe proper prepublication security review
procedures. It's one way each of us can do our part to
enhance the Navy's Information Security Program.

*

can pro,ide a plethora of advice and support from security briefings, to the Pro-Active Counterespionage (PACE)
program, to full scale investigations.
When there is a loss or suspected compromise, OPNAVJNST 551.0.lH requires that a Preliminary Inquiry be
initiated and that NIS be notified, am;! that the report be forwarded to CNO (OP-09N) wheiher or not NIS investigates.
At OP-09N all the reports are reviewed, analyz~d,and contrasted with the JAG Manual lnvestigalion,NIS investigations
and other available data to determine what has been compromised. The compilations of losses, compromises and known
or suspected hostile intelligence service Essential Elements of Information can identify areas which require grealer protection and may well identify he.retofore unknown vulnerabilities to espionage. From this data, we expect to learn what
our vulnerabilities are and how we can protect ourselves, not jusi from "them" but frorn ourselves, too. Once identified,
weaknesses must be corrected, for if ignored, they can devastate us.
To maket hissyslem work, we need a realisticunderstanding of the policy, and Navy-wide compliance with that policy.
And "Navy-wide" starts with you and me.

*
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Why asecurity review?
by Janet Vaccaro
NISCOM Security Review Branch

Why is security review so cumbersome and complex? I'm just trying to have my article published
in n·cxt mon1h's journal. Is i1 reaUy necessary that
my draft go 1hrough lhe scrutiny of a security review? I
' ' lhink !here's anything in it thal would pose a threal 10
don't
na1ional security if it's printed. Besides, it always lakes so
long to get an anicle cleared for public release."
These arc 1bewords of a frus1ra1cd Navy Commander,
anxious to have his writ1en work published. His area of
exper1ise is mine warfare, and even though his article only
speaks in general terms about his work, it must be submitled through the chain of command before it can be approved for publicrelcasc. Muchofhisfrustrationabout the
security review process stems from a lack of understanding
of it.
The origin of security review isExeculivc Order 12356,
which gives 1he Dcpartmcnl of the Navy (DON) the
authority to protect from unauthorized disclosure any
classified information. Anything submitted through the
proper channels for a security review will be approved for
public release only if it is consis1cn1 with the interests of
na1ional security.
Technical papers, speeches, manuscripts, articles,
films, and videotapes are among 1he materials the DON is
responsible for reviewing prior io public release. Active
duty and reservecomponenls, DON civilian personnel, and
DOD contractors mus1 submit proposed works for a
prepublication review. Retired persons arc not subject to
1his requirement, but are encouraged to utilize the security
review process.
The first seep in this process is an internal command
security review. Many documents can be examined at the
command leve.1and found suitable for public release without any higher level consideration. Each command has an
official who is responsible for making certain a proper
review of this ·material is completed. In most activities, ii is
the duty of a public affairs officer (PAO) or a security
manager. If clearance cannot be granted at 1he command
level, the PAO orsccurily manager will submit 1hc material
to the Chief of Naval Operations, OP-09N2, or the Commandant of the Marine Corps (Code INTC) for Marine
Coq>s matters, for further rc,icw.
OP-09N2 coordinates the review of the information
witn cognizant authorities. Cognizant authorities are officials who have program or technical knowledge of the
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material proposed for release. OP-09N2 tasks such officials 10 examine the ma1erial and identify any classified
information. Reviewers are instructed to use classification
guides provided by the OPNA VINST 5513 Series and any
other rclcvanl source material when deciding if security
amendments are required. OP-09N2 also provides an
analysis of 1he information in light of the reviewers com•
ments to a.ssure consistency with the classification guides,
to prevent arbitrary decision making, and make the fewest
al1era1ions nece.ssary to ensure protection of national
security.
In mostinstauces, theinforma1ion ,viii require a review
by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Publ.ic
Affairs (OASD/PA). OPNAVINST 5510.lH lists the
categorie.s of information which require review and clearance by OASD(PA) prior to public release. OASD(PA)
works closely with OP-09N2 and functions in a similar
manner. OASD(PA) provides the finitl delermination as
to whether material will be relea.sed 10 the publ.ic.
Any indi,1dual has a right to appeal decisions made by
OASD(PA), or a lower au1hori1y. The appeal should
inc.Jude a jus1ifica1ion of why the material is suitable for
public release a.~ well as official unclassified sources of the
information.
The DON encourages ils personnel lo generate ar•
ticles, manuscripts, c1c., and no author should feel 1his
process will infringe upon his creativity. The following
suggestions ,.,;I) facilitate the security review process.
Familiarize yoursetr with the directives. Applicable
guidance is found in OPNA VINST 5510.lH, SECNA VlNST 5720.44A, and MCO 5510.9A.
Don't assume that because something is in print, it's
unclassified. There arc many published works which never
received a security review and were never officially ap•
pro\'ed for public release. Such documents are not valid
unclassified sources.
Submit all work proposed for public release. Remember, even ific remotely deals with a Navy topic, it could
have security implica1ions if released to the public.
Confonn to submission requirements. Submit six
copies of the work for review.
Allow enough time ror an adequate review. Allow at
least four weeks (not including mailing lime) for a security
review lo be completed. Length of material, complcxi1yof
content (tnd other mitigating fac1ors impact review time.
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New security specialists in place
Information and Personnel Security personnel have
been assigned to the Naval Investigative Service Regional
Offices (NJSRO) in Pearl Harbor, Mid-Atlantic(Norfolk),
and London. Their duties include organizing security
training seminars, conducting briefing.~, supporting IG inGeorge L. Jackson
N ISRO Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Box 76, Pearl Harbor, HI, 96860-7200
AV:431-0111 (ask for 471-8473)
Comm: {808) 471-8473

spcctions, interpreting security directives, visiting activities
in assistance roles, and developing security plans. These
Information and Personnel Security Specialists complement the Law Enforcement and Physical Security (LEPS)
Assistance Teams in their respective regions.
Robert C. Allen
NISRO Mid-Atlantic Region
Norfolk, VA, 23451-6498
AV: 565-2247
Comm : {804) 444-2247

Ronald Bell
NISRO Europe
Box 11, FPO New York, NY 095 10-3000
AV: 01-868-2457

RANKIN update

New and revised directives
by Ronald Marshall
RANKIN Program Manager

S

o far this year, the following
classification guide series
have either been created or

revised:

OPNAVINST 5513.14, Department of the Navy Security Ck,ssification Guidance for Space Programs,
dated 10 March 1988.

OPNA\'INST SS513.4C, Department of the Navy Security Classification Guidance for General Intelligence, Cover and Deception, Security
and Investigative Programs, dated 13
July 1988.
OPNAVINST S5513-BA, Department of the Navy Security Classification Guidance for Non-Acoustic Anti-

Submadne Warfare Programs, dated
19 September 1988.
The next series lo be promulgated
,viii be OPNAVINST S5513.8B, Department of the Navy Security Classification Guidance for Elcctrooic
Warfare Programs. Thal series is
nearing completion and should be
distributed about March 1989. The
revision will include new guidance on
the AN/WLQ-4(V)1, ao advanced
signal exploitation system, and the
AN/WSQ-5(V), a countermeasures
receiving set. Two additional guides
implement new JCS guidance on
Wartime Reserve Modes and new
DOD guidance on High Power Microwave Technology.
Following the revised OPNA VINST S5513.8, guide users can expect
a revised OPNAVINST SS513.6C, Security Classification Guidance for
Communication and Satellite Pro-

grams around May.
Copies still remain of DOD
5200.1-1, the DOD Index of Security
Classification Guides. Thi~ index is
useful to program managers to determine whether there exists classification guidance that may be relevant and
adaptable to their systems, programs,
plans, aod projects and, if such guidance exists, whereto find it. Useoftbe
Index is necessary lo avoid divergent
security classification determinations
between the components over like
informal ion.
If you need assistance regarding
DON cla.~sification guidance, or
would like a copy of the DOD Index,
lhe RANKIN Program Manager, Mr.
Ronald W. Marshall, may be reached
at Commercial (202)433-8861,or Autovon 288-8861.

*
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PERSONNEL
SECURITY

No clearances
for non~citizens
by Mary Ming, Head
NISCOM Personnel Security Division

nly U.S. citi.zens are eligible
for a security clearance.
Immigrant aliens and non-U.
S. citizen (forei&"' national) personnel
may not be granted clearances and
should not be employed in duties chat
may require access to classified information.
Enlisted foreign nationals may
not enter ratings or Military Occupational Specialities which generally
require security clearances. In the
past, Philippine nonimmigrnnt aliens
on active duty were authorized, by exception, to be considered for Confidentialsecurity clearances. Under the
new pc,sonncl security policy, they are
no longer eligible for such consideration -- however, they may be considered for a Limited Access Authorization (LAA).
Each security clearance thac was
granted toa Philippine nonimmigrant
alien or other foreign national under
pre•ious policy must be reviewed to
determine whether the conditions for
J.AA apply. If an lAA appears to be
justified, a request may be submitted
in accordance with paragraph 24·6 of
OPNA VINST 5510.lH as soon as
possible. The clearance entry on

0

OPNAV Porm 5520/20must be annotated with the date the LAA request
was submiued and clearance may be
retained until response to the lAA
request is received. lf the comma_nd
cannot justify an LAA, the security
clearance must be administratively
withdrawn immediately a.nd the
OPNAV Form 55W/20 annotated
accordingly.
When there are compelling reasons to grant access to classified information to non" U, S. citizens in furtherance, of the Department of the Navy
mission, including special expertise,
foreign nationals may be considered
for anlAA under the fo.llowingconditions:
1. LAAs must be limited to the
Secret and Confidential levels only;
LAAs for Top Secret are prohibited.
2. Access is limited to classified
information relating to a specific program or project.
3. Disclosure authority determines that access to classified information is consistent with releasability
to the individual's count ry of origin.
4. Access is based on favorable
completion of a Background Investigation (BI) scoped for 10 years; wbere

full investigative coverage cannot be
completed, a counterintelligencescope polygraph examination will be
required.
5. A foreign national employee
must agree to a counterintelligencescope polygraph examination before
being granted access.
Requests for LAA must contain
the identity of the individual for whom
lAA is requested, including name,
date aod place of birth, current cicizcnship, social security number (if
held), status (immigrant alien or foreign national); date and type of most
recent personnel securily investigation (lf a Bl has not been completed
within the past five years, the forms
required for Bl must be enclosed);
level of any security clearance granccd
under previous policy; the position
requiring acce.,;s and the nature of che
specific program material (delinated
as precisely as possible) for which
access is requested; the compelling
reasons for the request; the expected
termination of the LAA; and a statement that the candidate has agreed to
undergo a counterintelligence-scope
polygraph examination when needed.
These requests must be submit•
ted to CNO (OP-09N2).

*
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'em in
by Mary Ming, Head

NISCOM Personnel Security Division

ersonnel securi1y investiga•
lions overseas are difficult to
complete in a timely manner.
To expedite 1hesc investigations prior
to deployment or transfer overseas,
the Defense Invest igative Se.rvice
(DIS) has developed the "Catch 'Em
In CONUS" (CEie) program to reduce completion lime and number of
overseas lead requirements on Special
Background Investigations (SBis),
Background lnves1igations (Bis), and
Periodic Reinvestiga1ions (PRs).
This program facilitates direct
communication between the eommandsccuritymanager and theservicingDIS orlice. )t enables DIS agents
to conduct mili1ary reference interviews and command related inquiries
on ships/squadrons preparing 10 deploy and aimed at accomplishmen1
prior to the individual's departure for

P
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an overseas permanent change of sla•
tion (PCS) or long term deployment.
Security clearance request packets should be submiued at least 90
days prior to any scheduled long-term
deployment or overseas PCS. However, those requests that become
known to the command with less than
90 days remaining may be submiued
by utilizing CEIC procedures. DIS
advises that the "Catch 'Em In
CONUS" program can and should be
employed even when almost no advance notice or a .movement is provided. In many instances, DIS maybe
able .to have an im•estigator on 1he
scene immediately.
To assure consistent and orderly
case processing for any personnel
making a long-term deployment or
overseas PCS move requiring a Top
Secret clearance, the following procedure should be followed:
The personnel officers, com•
manders or securily managers must
identify personnel eligible for "Catch
'Em In CON!JS" SBI, BI or PR as
soon as possible.
The individual scheduled for
PCS overseas or long-term deployment should complete Personnel
Security Questionnaire (DD Form
398), Applicant Fingerprint Card
(DD-258), and Authoriwtioo for
Relea.~e of Informa1ion an<l Records
(DD Form 2221) and submit them to
the requester of the invcs1igation.
The base-authorized requester should in.i1iate a security

clearance request packet 90 days prior
to departure.
The request packet consists of the
following forms:
a. Original and two copies
or Request for Personnel Security
Investigation (DD Form 1879);
b, Original and four copies
of DD Form 398;
c. Original and two copies
of National Agency Check (NAC)
Request (DD Form 398-2) for spouse
if request is for SB! and a prior NAC
had not been conducted previously,
(No spouse NAC is required for BI or
BI-PR);
d. Two copies of DD-258;
e. One copy or DD Form
2221.

The requester initiates a CEIC
request for investigation by notifying
the local DIS agent by telephone. A
suspense copy of all request forms
should be retained for forwarding to
the gaining command in the event the
SB!, Bl or PR is 001 tomplc1ed before
the subject's PCS move.
The DJS agent wiU pick-up packets and review them for accuracy and
completeness, conduct the subject
inter,~ew and follow-up local leads.
The agent then forwards the request
to DIS headquarters for processing
and completion of other necessary
leads.

*
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STOP!

The importance of

DD-398

Don't use SF-86 ... yet!
he Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Policy has advised that Navy activities should not
use the new Questionnaire for Sensitive Positi.ons
(SF-86 (Rev. Oct87)) pending a final decision by the-Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) concerning the listing
of five vs 15 years for the background investigation. SF-85
(Rev. Feb 66) Questionnaire for Non-Sensitive and Noncritical-Sensitive National Agency Check Investigations
(NACls) should be used until guidance is provided on the
new forms.
The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) issued
Federal lnve.~1iga1ion Notice 88-6, which extends the date
for required use of the SF-86 from 16Sep88 lo 1 Apr 89.
Beginning 1 Apr 89, all SF-86s completed in conjunction
with a NACI for a noncritical-sensitive position will be
submitted to OPM-FIPC, Boyers, PA 16018.
SF-85 (Rev. Dec 87) was recently approved by the
Office of Management and Budget (0MB). The new SF85 is expected to be available for use by 1 Apr 89 with a
revised required use date of 1 Oct 89. In accordance ,vith
the Federal Investigation Notice 88-6, all NACI requests
for nonsensitive positions submitted via SF-85 must also be
accompanied by a copy of the Application for Federal Employment (SF-171 (Rev. 2/84)).
Commands should order these forms through their
FEDSTRIP/ MILSTRIP ordering system per NAYSUPPUBs 437 and 485, and DODINST 4140.17M. Also see
NA YSUPPUB 2002 (available on microfiche only).
SF-86 (Oct 87) should be used after resolution of the
5vs 15 years question or by 1 Apr 89. The stock number is
7540-00-634-4036. Thes1ock number for the Continuation
Sheet for Questionnaire for Sensitive Positions (SF-86A)
is 7540-01-268-4828.
"Requesting OPMInvestigations" (Oct 87) (Pamphlet
OFI-15) has been designed 10 answer questions on the
automated system and contains instructions on how 10 fill
out the "Agency Use Only" block on SF-SS and SF-86. If
you have not received this pamphlet, contact OPM-FIPC,
Alln: Supply Clerk, Boyers, PA 16018 or call (412) 7945228.

T

efense Investigative Service (DIS) is the single
personnel security investigative agency for the
Department of the Defense (DoD) including the
military departnienls, defense agencies and DoD contractors.
The terni Personnel Security Investigation (PSI) describes an inquiry by an investigative agency into an
individual's activities for the specific purpose of making a
personnel security determination.
To conduct the required investigation, it is necessary
that the investigative agency be pro,ided certain relevant
dala concerning the subject of the investigation. It is
incumbent upon the subject of each personnel security
investigation to provide, to the greatest extent possible,
required personal information.
At a minimum, the indi,idual must complete the
appropriate inve.stigative forms (DD 398 for conduct of a
Background Investigation (BI),Special Background Investigation (SBI) or Periodic Reinvestigation (PR) and DD
398-2 for conduct of a National Agency Check (NAC) or
Entrance National Agency Check (ENTNAC) for first
term enlistee), provide fingerprints of a quality acceptable
to the Federal Bureau ofl nvestigalion (FBI), and sign DoD
Authority for Release of laformalion and Record (DD
Form 2221).
DIS claims that they have encountered a problem in
completing questionnaires by members of the Re.serve.
Frequcotly, no information is included on the forms concerning unil of assignment, duties or locations, in conjunction with the conduct of a NAC, Bl, SBI or PR.
Item 12 of DD Forms 398 and 398-2 mus! re0ect each
current or former military assignment of all Reserve
members. The directions for this item stipulate 1ha1 full or
parl-lime employment be listed. The inclusion of this
information on the security questionnaire is csscntia.1 in
assisting DIS in conducting a comprehensive and timely
investigation. Otherwise, investigation requests may be
rejected or an incomplete inves1iga1ion will be conducted,
which may result in inaccurate findings. In both instances,
it could cause delay in the investigation processing.

D
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MILITARY
WORKING DOGS
by J01 John S. Verrico
NISCOM Public Affairs Assistant

nApril1988,armedintruderswerediscovered ontbe
Arraijan Fuel Farm, four miles from Naval Station
Panama Canal, Rodman, Panama. Members of the
Marines' 3rd Batlalion, 4th Regiment, "I" Company en•
gaged the(nlrudcrsinanexc~a~geoffire. O_neMa~newas
killed. This was the second mc1dent of hostile fire m 1988.
Naval Station Panama Canal, located in (he center of
political unrest, had been experiencing frequent incidents
of unauthorized entry. In some instances intruders were
'jumping the fence' in the surrounding jungle in what is
believed to be atlcmpts 10 burglarize the Marine Corps Exchange and other facilities. But other intruders, some of
them armed, were sighted ncarthc fuel dep-0t. None of the
intruders had been captured and their identities were unknown, as were the motives behind the intrusions near the
fuel depot.
Marines from the Atlantic Fleet Antiterrorism Security Team (FAST) were deployed lo Panama to beef up SC·
curity and began making regular patrols of the jungle area
surrounding Arraijan.
On 15 May 1988, four Navy patrol dog teams were sent
to assist with security throughout the Naval Station.
First Class Mastcr•al•Arms Joseph D. Whipple and
his Belgian Malinois, Rex, from Naval Air Station Fallon,
Nevada; First Class Boatswain's Mate Frank W. Down.~
and Dejone, a Belgian Malinois, from Naval Air Station
Miramar, California; and First Class Master-at-Arms
Linda R. P. Cornell and Robby, a Belgian Shepherd, from
Naval Weapons Station Yorktown, Virginia, were among
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MWD teams aid Marine patrols
de f ending Arr aijan Fuel Farm
.
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In sk1rm1shes with intruders
the first lo arrive. First Class Master-al-Arms Edward T.
Croissant, between duty stations at U.S. Naval Air Station
Bermuda and Naval Air Station Oceana, joined the group
later with JJ., a German Shepherd. The teams would
remain in Panama until the facility received it's own MWD
teams in late August.
The dogs' superior sense of smell and hearing enabled
security patrols to fmd things and detect intruders where
they could not do so before and the advantage of having
patrol dogs was soon realized. Whipple, Downs and
Croissant, with their dogs,joined the Marines during day
and night patrols at Arraijan. Cornett, the only female in
the group, was not initially allowed to participate in the Arraijan patrols because it was a potential hostile-fire area.
She and Robby at ftrst performed perimeter patrols and
other security functions at the naval station, and later was
given opportunity lo participate in jungle patrols.
The jungle was a completely new experience for these
sailors and their dogs -· it was hot, humid, thick with
undergrowth and slick with mud from frequent heavy rains.
"The Marines don't believe in following trails,"
Downs commented, on the
Marine Corps habitual
avoidance of established

A Navy dog alerts toward an area
of thick brush during a jungle
pattol in Pana.ma. BM2 Harold W.
Garms and his Rottweiler are one
of the permanent MWO teams
now assigned to Naval Station
Panama Canal. (Photo by BM1
Frank W. Downs)
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trails and preference for moving through the roughest
terrain. "They make their own 10 avoid ambush and booby
lraps...Thc mud was bad. You would climb half way up a
hill, then slide all the way back down again.
"I learned a lot down there; he said. "It was a whole
new environment forus. When I first saw the jungle,I swore
my dog wouldn't do it ...but ii wasn't the dogs who needed
to adjust -- it was us!"
"Robby made a be.liever out of mer Cornett said of her
dog's performance in the jungle. 'He even climbed a
tree.,A dog will do anything!"
Rex earned the title "Wonder Dog· in Panama.
Whipple and Rex performed many night patrols, and in the
juogle, night is synonymous with black, as the canopy keeps
out any traces of moonlight. Whipple related his first night
patrol where he had actually bumped into the man walking
in front of him in the darkness. "I stopped and apologized
and he had said 'No problem,'" Whipple said. "l only bad
turned away for a moment, then looked back at where I
knew be was standing and waited for him to move again.
But he didn't. After several minutes I finally asked him
what the bold up wa~ and why we weren't moving on, I got
no answer, That's when I realized I was looking at a tree,"
In the jungle at night sound is distorted aod Whipple
bad not heard the patrol move on. "I was scared ...the first
thing they had told me was not to get separated and here I
wasfarbebiod them, Ituroed to Rex andsaid,'Find them.'
Rex put his nose to the ground and we were soon back with
the rest of the group."
On several occasions, Rex was used to find people that
had become separated from the rest of the patrol, a
common occurrence in the blackness of the jungle. "Rex
just put his nose to the ground again, backtracked and
found them, then brought us all back to the group
again ...cvcryonc just started calling him 'Wonder Dog,'"
Whipple said.
The 'excitement' didn't stop with being in the jungle.
During a routine night patrol on 19 July an accidental discharge spooked a group of intruders who, in their attempt
to run away, ran into another platoon of Marines. Shots
were exchanged between the groups until a grenade ended
the skirmish. When the smoke cleared, Downs' dog,
Dejone alerted again in another direction and another
intruder was found. When he realized he had been seen,
he ran, Shots were fired, but the intruder escaped. Downs
was present during a similar skirmish on 22 July. Both
Downs and Croissant were involved in anoiher fire-fight on
2August when a 12-man patrol fired at anothergroupofinttuders. Croissant b.imself fired 20 rounds in that incident.
Although Whipple and Rex did not get directly involved on the front line during these situations, they did

MA1 Edward T. Croissant and J.J. stake out an area in the dense
jungle area surrounding the Artaijan Fuel Farm at Naval Station
Panama Canal, (Photo by BM I Frank W. Downs)

help by playing an important role. Whenever a hostile force
was engaged in fire, Whipple and Rex would go with a
another group of Marines into the jungle in an attempt 10
locate possible points of retreat.
It was very exciting, all the handlers agreed,
A temporary kennel had been set up at the naval
station for the visiting dogs and plans were in the works for
a permanent facility to be built for future MWD teams.
"The can-do attitude and professionalism of the men
and women of the Navy's Military Working Dog program
were exemplified in the perfom1ance of this mission; a
CJNCLANTFLT representative stated. "We can all be
justly proud of the work and efforts of these i.ndividuals who
with almost no notice were placed in combat vs li,w
enforcement positions."
By mid-August the naval station's permanent MWD
teams started to arrive and after tum-over and training, the
temporary teams began cycling back to their regular duty
stations. *
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by J01 John S. Verrieo, NISCOM,
as told to by MAI Unda R. P. Cornett,
NWS Yodctown

hen I arrived at 3rd
Batlalion's main camp for
the morning's briefing, I felt
a lillle ridiculous •· covered with body
armor and web gear, a .45 caliber
pistol on one side and a MK-3 knife on

W
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the other, a camouOaged steel helmet
balancing on my head •· sort of like a
child playing 'soldier.'
But as I seoscd the weight of all
the gear loading me down, I realized
this was not a game. It was a time to
pull together all of the training I have
received and put it to work.
The briefing covered the route we
would be taking and our mission for

the day. Departure time was set for
1200. After the briefing I practiced all
the appropriate hand signals with my
Belgian Shepherd partner, Robby,
and the rest of the group. By 1145, I
was gobbling do"'n my MREs and
starting to apply masses of green and
brown paste all over my face.
At noon, camouflaged and ready,
I got io line with the patrol and began

our journey along the east side of the
fuel depot. There were eight of us,
each with their own special job lo
perform.
When we reached our first check
point and radioed that we were entering the jllJlgle, the tension and excitement mounted. "I was really going in
there; I thought as the significance of
the mission struck home. Naval Station Panama Canal was in an area
plagued with political unrest and
armed intruders bad been seen on

point, the group halted. Several of the
others bad encountered a nest of fire
aots and bad to cast off some of their
gear to shed the insects.
I positioned Robby upwind of the
rest of the patrol and watched for any
changes in his behavior signalling the
approach of intruders. You couldn't
sec far into the jungle around us and
you never knew when or if anyone else
was nearby. The presence of patrol
dogs, Ii.kc Robby, gave us more of an
edge.

ping from every brow. My camouflage
blouse was soaked and the body armor
was gelling rather uncomfortable.
Each step we took was more tiring
than the one before, but our mission
wasn't over. As wecontinued to follow
the main trail, up and down bills and
through the thick j ungle brush, my legs
began aching. Robby also appeared to
show signs of wear, as did the Marines.
When we fmally reached our la.~t
check point the camouflage paint bad
been practically washed from our

Jungle Patrol!
One dog handler's
rewarding experience
several occasions. No one was sure
who the intruders were, nor the ultimate purpose of the infiltration. The
Marines who were stationed here to
protect lbe Arraijan Fuel Farm were
making regular patrols of the jungle
surrounding the base. Now I was
joining them.
The jungle was a hot, humid and
dreadful place. L-iule light penetrated
the tangle of ~incs and branches in the
jungle's canopy. Al night it was an inky
void -- the trails couldn't be seen at all
in the endless blackness. And it was
quiet. You could hear a monkey rustling through the thick branches or a
snake slither along its belly io the
heavy undergrowth. A myriad of insects provided a continuous buzzing in
our ears.
"Watch out for that snake,"
someone whispered almost too late.
One of lhe many local varieties of
poisonous snakes was only inches
from my foot. Almost insti.nctively I
reached down and decapitated the
reptile with my knife before he could
do any damage.
When we reached the next check

The humidity was trapped under
the jungle foliage and we all needed lo
cool down and drink some water before we moved on.
We hadn't gone far before Robby
gave an alert down a trail off lo our
right. I signalled for a halt and informed the patrol leader of Robby's
reaction. I took one of the Marines
with me and we started down the trail
with Robby as point.
He led us to an area which ap•
pearcd lo be a central campsite used
by intruders. As Robby took us
around the site we found a palm tree
tha1 had been cul about twelve feet
from the base. The leaves had been
used lo make a shelter for protection
from the rain. Robby led us further
where we noticed a spol on the ground
where fires had once been built. Several trails led away from the spot in
different directions.
By now I had lost my sense of
direction and had to rely ori Robby's
ability to take us back to the patrol.
"Okay, boy. Take us back." He
looked around and darted up ooe of
the trails. Afewminuteslalerwe were
back with the rest of the group, our
findings ploued on the platoon
leader's map.
The humidity was taking its toll on
a.II of us as evidenced bytheswcal drip-

faces by sweat.
As we came out of the jungle I felt
a great sense of accomplishment.
Robby and I bad really seemed lo
make a difference --10 add to the outcomeoftbcmission-- and l wasproud.
As Neal Armstrong once said,
"One small step for man, one giant
step for mankind.'' Or should I say
'womankind.'

*

Bc~usc she is female, MAl Comclt 'i'r'as
faced with many ronccms abou1 her participation in P3trols of the jungle around
Arraijan Fuel Farm, which was C()nsidcrcd a potential hostilc•fite zone. During
the first mon1h of their as..~i'gnmcnt to

Pan'1ma, Corncu and Robbymostlyspent
their time performing perimeter patrols.
Out the success of the Other teams pro,..ed

rhcbcnefitsofhavingdogsassist in the patrols, and the io.sis1cnce by 1hc other dog
handlers that Corncu's abiti1ies were
equal to thcirshclpcd convince cbcoffic-er
in charge that she could handle the situ•
ation. Cvcnru~Uy,shcwasaUCM·ed tojoin

iheMarincsin the jungle at Arraijan. She
proved their faith in her., completing four
successful jungle patrols, and became the
firSt known Navy(cmale dog handler togo

into a potential hostile-fire area. She
,hanks her fellow dog handlers ror 1heir
support in giving her the "opportunity o(
a lifetime.·
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Rex covers one suspect while MA1 Joseph 0 . Whipple searches another in this dramatization of a recent incident where the pattol dog may
have saved his handler's life by locating and covering a second man hiding in the sagebrush at night .. only eight feet away from the unwary
sailor searching a prisoner in the Nevada desert. (Photo by Jim Ricks, NAS Fallon}

Dogs in the desert •• training's the key
by CDR Olin D. ll<iggs
Public Affairs Officer, NAS Fallon

verybody knows the old saw about a man's dog
being bis best friend, but if you're a Navy dog
handler that adage is engraved in steel.
Take the recent case of First Class Master-at-Arms
Joseph D. Whipple who look his patrol dog into the sagebrush desert aboard Naval Air Station Fallon to find a
suspected felon who was hiding in the sand. He found bis
m,m in the dark, but it was his partner who found the second
suspect that no one knew was there.
"Standing out there in the field covering my man, I had
probably the most scared moment of my life when I finally
realized that Rex was covering a second suspect no more
than eight feet away," Whipple said.
By doing all that a good Military Working Dog
(MWD) is supposed to do, and findiog the other man,
there's a good possibility that Whipple owes his life to his
Belgian Malinois partner.

E
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When Whipple works with Rex it's bard to tell who's
in charge.
"We don't work that way, we're a team," Whipple said.
"Each of us takes turns leading. We play off against each
other to accomplish our mission."
After a six-year stint in the Army, Whipple came lo the
Navy specifically to work with the Military Working Dog
Program.
from the moment he reported to the MWD training
school at Lackland AFB in Sao Antonio, Texas, the sixfoot, 215-pound Whipple knew be bad found his mili,;,u.
"We learned the psychology of the dog first -- what he
needs, when he should eat, sleep and become a kind of
mini-veterinarian so that we could take care of our partner
the right way," he said.
"Most is plain common sense. The bottom line is
simply that the better the handler responds 10 the dog, the
more valuable the team is to the command."
The Fallon assignment was a tough start. The station
is geographically isolated and Whipple was ori[,~nally the

only person working in the MWD program.
His first dog, Flash, a straight drug detector dog who
now works with Second Class Aviation Structural Me•
cbanic (Equipment) Kerry D. Weeks, the other MWD
handler at Fallon. Weeks was selected for conversion to the
Master-at-Arms rating by tl1e October 1988 selection
board.
Even though there have been few actual arrests on
drug offenses, Capt. Ray Alcorn, Fallon's Commanding
Officer, is convinced that the MWD drug prevention
program is a success.
"The presence of the MWD team is an active deterrent," Alcorn said. "In Jaw enforcement terms, it's com pa•
rable to the patrol officer parking his police cruiser in his
driveway at his home •· just knowing the law enforcement
presence is there discourages wrong doing."
Continual training is the key. The prerequisites for this
training: (1) patience; (2) knowledge; and (3) practice.
Under an arrangement with the Nevada Drug Enforcement Agency, weekly proficiency sessions arc held in
a cooperative training program.
The dog handler for the El Dorado (California)
Sheriff's Department, Terry Fleck, also jumps into this
training evolution with h.is dog, Dirk, whenever he's not
busy with Search-and-Rescue (SAR) missions in the Sierra
Nevadas.
Rex also gets occasional SAR training, but is not
provided any training on sniffing out explosives.
"You could teach a dog to find explosives as well as
drugs, but you would not know which one he has found. You
don't cross the boundaries here!" Whipple commented.
Rex and Whipple concentrate on crowd control, crime
suppression (patrol), building searches, riot control, and
similar functions.
"When patrols find an open door in a building, they
send for us,"Whipple said."That's the scariest moment for
a patrolman, having to go through an open door into a
darkened room.
"We announce that anyone in the building should
come out immediately or we will release the dog," Whipple
said. The spiel goes like this: "The dog will find you and
he will bite you. There's no use in hiding."
Whipplesaid he would much rather conduct a building
search with Rex off a leash than with a fellow patrolman.
"If I had to go through an 01>en door I would present
a target 6-feet tall and 215 pounds wide," he said. "Rex is
one-third my height and body mass •· he's a smaller target.
In addition, the dog strikes a spa~m of fear in a felon's heart
that a patrolman doesn't ... it's the morbidity factor, the
gruesome consequences or being attacked by the dog."
If the incident in the sagebrush was the scariest one for
Whipple, an incident in Hanger 300 made him the angriest.

"We were searching a locker with Flash when the
suspect, who had been very nice up to that moment, came
unglued and kicked my dog and assaulted me," Whipple
said. "It didn't bother me that he shoved me, but it did
tighten my jaws that he lashed out at Flash ... He was lucky
that it was the drug dog that he attacked and not Rex. Rex
would have amputated h.is foot."
Among the many experiences with the dogs, there arc
incidents that .MWD handlers would just as soon forget ··
such as the time that Flash answered the call of nature on
a sailor's sea bag while a drug check was being held at the
transient hanger. The sailor turned out to be a.dog lover and
was tolerant and understanding.
During another incident, while on a joint training
venture with California and Nevada law enforcement oflicials, the group was having lunch in a fast-food restaurant.
"One of our group always takes care of the drug
training aids that we use ,vith the dogs," Whipple recalled.
"The place was packed and while we were at the counter
ordering, one of the civilians came in and asked: 'Who has
the a.ids'?"
"'I've got the aids,' one of our guys said, (and) boy, did
that place empty out in a hurry. By the time that we
understood what was happening, we tried to explain, bu1
nobody was listening," he said.
But the seriousness of the mission overrides the
moments of levity.
"Fallon's tough on us and the dogs," Whipple summed
it up. "'The extreme heat of the summers and the extreme
cold of the winters are challenges, but the toughest factor
to deal with at Fallon is the altitude. At 4,000 feet neither
the human body nor the canine body works as well as they
do at sea level. It's ob,ious in just routine patrol work, but
it's amazingly obvious when Rex and I go out and run
around the 9.6 miles of perimeter fence at the air station
four times a week."

*

Flash, NA$ Fallon's d,ug detecto, dog, locates drugs hidden und&r
the bumper of a car. (Photo by Jim Ricks, NAS Fallon)
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LEGAL
ISSUES

A relative term
by Lt. RobertC. Wyda, NISCOMAsst. Staff
Judge Advocate & MA1 Thil 0. Hurley,
Former NISCOM Asst. for MA Programs

carch and seizure is an impor•
tant tactic in investigating and
prosecuting crime. While this
all-important investigative tool may
seem like a.n invasion of privacy, privacy is a subjective term. What one
person may feel is a violation or their
rig.his is not necessarily what the general public would feel in the same
situation.
The key to conducting lawful
search and seizure operations rests in
the ability to identify what a legitimate
expectation of privacy is, and what the
general public will feel is objectiona•
bly reasonable.
In two recent cases, the Supreme
Court said no search warrant was
required because the "expectation of
privacy" wa~ not reasonable and there
was no violation of rights.
In California v. Greenwood, 486
U.S. , l0SS.Ct.1625(1988),thepo•
lice, acting on information that
Greenwood might be involved in nar-
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colics trafficking but lacking probable
cause to obtain a search warrant for
his residence, arranged for the re•
trieval of Greenwood's garbage. Po•
lice found that the garbage bags, which
had been left on the curb in front of
Greenwood's house for regular trash
collection, contained evidence of drug
use and on this basis were able 10
obtain a warrant lo search his house
where quantities of cocaine and hashish were subsequently seized.
At trial, Greenwood con1endcd
that the search of his trash bags was
unreasonable and therefore illegal.
A two-step analysis is now being
used by the Supreme Court to delermine if an unconstimtional search and
seizure has taken place. The first step
asks whether the defendant has a
subjcctiveexpectation of privacy in the
area being searched. If the answer is
"yes," then the next step asks if that
expectation is acceptable to society as
objectively reasonable. A "yes" to
both questions indicates 1hat an unreasonable search has occurred, un•
less a valid search warrant had been
issued.

In Greemvood, the Court con·
ceded that the defendant may have
had a subject ivc expectation of privacy
in the contents of his garbage bags.
Bui, since the defendant voluntarily
left the trash for collection in an area
particularly suiled for public inspcc•
tion, his claimed expectation of privacy was not objectively reasonable.
The Court noted that it was common
knowledge that plastic garbage bags
left on the street arc readily accessible
to "animals, children, scavengers,
snoops, (or) other members of the
general public." In addition, the reason the refuse is placed on the curb is
for conveyance 10 a third party ·· the
trash collector •· who may sort
through the garbage himself, or permit others,such astbc police, todo so.
The Court noted that the police
cannot reasonably be expected to
avert their eyes from evidence of
criminal activity that could have been
observed by any member of society.
By exposing his garbage to the public,
the defendant gave up any reasonable
expectation or privacy for its contents.
In another case, California v,
Ciraolo,476 U.S. 207,211 (1986) a dcfendent had built a 10-foot privacy
fence around his borne to conceal
marijuana plants. Police, suspecting
that he was growing marijuana, flew
over his yard in a chartered private
plane and were able to see the plants
with the naked eye. The Supreme
Court ruled that the police overflight
did not intrude into the defendant's
privacy any more than that ofan occasional civilian casually observing his

100000000000 0000000 0 000 000 0 0 00 000000000 000000 0000000000

yard from a private plane, thereby

removing any "reasonable expecta1

,

tion of privacy. Since the police acted
in the same manner as any member of
the flying public could have and the
defendant had failed to take measures
to prevent a casual observance from
the air, their "search" did not violate
any legitimate expectation of privacy,
and was legal. ·

The absence of "legitimate" expcctationsof privacy means that investigative activities do not violate the
f ourth Amendment and the normal
pre-requisites for a search •· probable
cause, reasonable suspicion or search
warrants •· arc nol required.

Ifthe public has access•- so
do the police! *
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TEMPEST~ The

INIYISID~E
$BCll!rity

threat

TIie /ti1'7tll/'1?menls end/l?S,QOnSiPl#/IPS
o/ I/Jo ;Very1/lsl/vmonled TEtYPESTProtr/em
by Michael I. Dunnington
Head, NISCOM TEMPEST Division

saNavymanageryoumayget These signals, known as Compromisinvolved in purchasing an ing Emanations or TEMPEST, if inAutomated Data Processing tercepted and analp.ed, may disclose
or other electronic system 10 process classified information transmilled,
classified information. As managers, received, handled or otherwise procwe are mainly concerned with ensur- essed by any information-processing
ing funding is available and that the equipment.
Navy in1plemeotation of the Nacoot racls arc in place. However, there
is a greater responsibility -- lo system tional Policy on the Control of Compromising Ema.nations is found in
security.
While most security concerns OPNA VJNST C5510.93E dated 22
occur after the purchase of equip• February 1988. This instruction apment, security for electronic proces- plies to all ac.ti,atiesof the Department
sors of classified information must be of the Navy, Coast Guard and Navy
considered prior lo even ordering it. contractors.
Tbcdi.rectivc implements, for the
Electronic equipment, by nature,
gh•cs out unintentional emanations. first rime, an evaluation proccssJout-

A
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lined in enclosure (3) of the instruction, Ihat delermines specific countermeasures that must be used in order lo
process classified information electronically, The evaluation takes into
accoun1 command location, equipment used to process the classified
information, and the level and volume
of the information processed.
Countermeasure evaluations are per•
formed by the user command with the
assistance of the command or 1.ocal
TEMPEST Control Officer.
After countermeasures arc implemented and lhe equipment is purchased, the evaluation is allached as
an enclosure to the TEMPEST Vu.I-

ocrability Assessment Request.
This Request is required for all
shore fix-plaot or transportable classified information processors (spcciJic
exclusions arc listed in the instruction), and is used to determine
whether or not an Instrumented
TEMPEST Survey is required.
TEMPEST Vulnerability Assessment
Requests, in letter format, should be
submitted to Commander, Naval Investigative Service Command, Code
0026T, Washington, DC 20388-5000,
and must contain information out•
lined in enclosure (4) of the instruction. (COMNISCOMisthcExecutive
Agent for CNO TEMPEST Policy.)
Navy TEMPEST policy for ships,
aircraft and prototype systems arc
also outlined in enclosure (4).
OPNA VINST C55J0.93E also
implements the Navy TEMPEST
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Control Officer Program for the mand implements TEl\,fPEST re•
Commandant of the Marine Corps, quirements and conducts periodic
the Chief of Naval Operations, and checks for compliance, and maintains
second echelon comma.ods. These an.awareness of all new procurement,
commands are required to designate a development, or installation proTEl\,fPEST Control Officer at the grams,ensuringthatTEMPEST input
headquarters level; however, it is rec- or support is obtained.
ommended that TEMPEST Control
TEMPEST security is not j ust the
Officers be designated at all command concern of a chosen few. TEMPEST
levels. By having these individuals Control Officers and TEMPEST
designated at I he facility or station Program Managers cannot do their
level, the command ensures a detailed job without the cooperation and vigiknowledge of all classified informa- lcnce of day-to-day equipment users.
tion processors under their responsi- It is the responsibility of all those who
bility.
process classified data electronically.
TEMPEST Control Officers as(C.Opies or the instnsc1ion rtUlly be obsist equipment users in the perform- tained rrom the Navy Publications and Form..,;
ance of countermeasures evaluations, Center, Philadelphia, PA. Stock number is
coordinate TEMPEST Vulnerability 0690-LP-001-0920.)
Assessment Requests, a.nd maintain a
library of TEMPEST-related documents. They also cosure the com-
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Failure to
use these •••

... can
worse than this.
How can you avoid the devastating effects
ofthe loss ofcritical computer data?
A good back-up system can save the day!
woodshed with Dad •· after the first trip, there is a great
desire to avoid the same fate again,
Systems
For a variety of reasons, users do not learn to make
back-up copies of even their most critical files. The process
he last several months have seen a number of of copying large hard disk files to multiple floppy diskettes
articles in newspapers and magazines describing can be exceptionally frustrating. Under the best of circumthe dangers of computer viruses and the need to stances, copying 20 megabytes of data lo a large number of
vaccinate our equipment against the AIDS of the computer Ooppies can be very time consuming.
Because of its convenience, the hard disk has made it
world. These stories make for spectacular copy, but the
actual threat posed to individual microcomputers by vi- difficult lo develop a good back-up habit until it is 100 late.
We all tend 10 believe "it can't happen to me," but
ruses is fairly negligible, especially in comparison to other
when disaster strikes and we spend several hours explainthreats.
In truth, moredarnage is done to computers by leaking ing how it happened to our supervisors, reprogramming
roofs and clumsy-fingered Personal Computer (PC} users and re-creating files, then data back-up assumes the status
than by all ,iruses, worms, trojan horses, trap doors and of a religion.
There are a number of tactics you can employ to
logic bombs combined!
develop
belier back-up habits.
Based upon observations, the most overwhelming PC
security problem is the loss of critical data due to inadeTACTIC 1-- BeawareoflhethrealSagainstyoursystem,
quate back-ups. The major culprit in most fiascos is the
internal hard disk -- the famous "C" drive. All of us learn Sho"'n al Figure (1) is the one-minute manager's guide I<>
a hard lesson when we inadvertently formal the "C" drive information securitythreats. All items are a threat against
or experience a hard disk failure that results in the loss of you; however, items 3-6 can be prevented by establishing
critical data. For many of us its like the first visit 10 the good back-up techniques.
by Jerry T. Oney
Ass!. Director, NISCOM lnformalion

T
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NATURAL
AND
NON-MALICIOUS
ACTION

Analysis of the causes of
Computer Data Loss

MALICIOUS
ACTION
I

I
I 2. VANDALISM
I
I 4 , PRANKS
I
I 6. SABOTAGE
I

DATA DAMAGE

1. DISASTER

DATA MODIFICATION (RANDOM)

3. MISTAKES

DATA DESTRUCTION

5. ERASURE

DATA MODIFICATION (SYSTEMATIC)

7. INCOMPETENCE:

DATA DISCLOSURE

9. EXPOSURE

8. FRAUD

I 10. THEFT
I

(Figure 1}

TACTIC 2 •• A/lend a class on back-up managemenc
procedures. Everyone who uses a PC should attend backup management procedure training. Back-up training
should cover the use of both bard and noppydisk systems
and provide instructions on bow to back up and store
programs and data via streaming tape and floppy diskettes.
TACTIC 3-- Useastreamingtapetoback-upyourdata.

If your computer configuration includes a hard disk, it
should also include a streaming tape unit. If it doesn't, then
acquire one at the earliest opportunity. Back-up 10 a
streaming tape on a daily basis, alternating days with a
minimum of two tapes.
TACTIC 4 -- Assess values to data to be protected and
deve/.op a system accordingly. The importance of your data
can normally be grouped into three categories and backedup accordingly on noppy disks.
A. Scratch-Pad Data. This data is not important
to your operation and there is no concern with losing it.
Make a back-up copy on a weekly basis.

B. Important Data. This data is important, but
not critical to your operation. Make two back-up copies
and an archive copy. Make back-ups on Tuesday and
Thursday, labelling the disks accordingly. Make the archive copy once a week and store it in another location.
C. Critical Data. This data is critical to the
success of your operation and without it you would not be
able to accomplish your mission. Make daily back-ups and
a weekly archive copy.
TACTICS ·· Supe,vis= shculdperfonn periodic backup procedure audits. PC security and data back-ups arc a
management responsibility. When was the last time your
supervisor checked your back-up procedures?
If microcomputer users and their supervisors employ
these common-sense tactics, we may be able to accept an
optimistic view of the PC world, and avoid Murphy's law.
Until these tactics are widespread, however, a large
number of us are doomed to a trip to the woodshed.

*
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Security classification
labels for ADP media
by M. F. Brown, Head,
NISCOM Information Secutity Division

recent OPNAVNOTE directed that Standard Forms
706lhrough 711 be used for security labelling on floppy disks, cassellcs, cartridge disks, reel tapes,
Winchester disks, microforms and
other ADP media.
As commands began using the
labels, these questions arose:

A

used wilholll seeking a wail'er?

fering with their operation.

Q: Wlie11 should the SF-710,
UNCLASSIFIED label be used?

A: The SF-710, UNCLASSIFIED label is 10 be used only when
both classified and unclassified male•
rial is processed in the same area. Its
purpose is 10 help differentiate ADP
storage
media that do not contain
Q: Do the labels fit 011 3 1/2"
classified
information from those that
diskertes? Does their placement imerdo.
In
a
space
where all work is unclasfere with the operatio11 of the diskette i11
sified,
the
labels
serve no purpose.
the computer system?
A: T he labels fit on 1hc 3 1/2" as
Q: Ca11 color codes and/or pre•
well as lhe 5 1/4" and 8" disks. Howstamped
disketres 011d other media be
ever, caremusl be used to avoid inter-

--

--

Optional S F 711 label pl3cement
(V./hen mar.ulacturer·s label is necessary)

C!asslllcaUon
Label

.

0

0

A: A waiver is necessary only
when usingalteroative labels. The use
of color coded (blue for CONFIDENTIAL, red for SECRET and orange
for TOP SECRET) and/or prestamped diskettes is permitted with•
out prior approval.

Q: Are "Classified By" a11d "Declassify on" labels 11eedcd on ADP
m edia?
A: No, such labels would serve
little purpose, since that information
is subject to constant change depending upon the use of the media.

*

Exhibit A - 5·1/• " Diskette
Place the SF 711, Data Descriptor label, on the upper
le" hand corner of the diskette, approximalely t/8

inCh from each edge. Within approximatet•1 1/8 ineh
from the right edge of the SF 711, place lhe ap.
SF 707, SF 708. SF 709, or SF 710. 8e careful net to

place the classification teve1 too close to the ri~ht
edge ot the diskette. If a manufac1urer's label 1s
e.lready in the upi)er left or right hand cerner cf the
diskette and the information on that label is
necessary, place the SF 711 on the side of the
diskette. as shown in the cut~ut. The classification
level tabel must remain either en the upper left oc
right hand corner of the Cisk,e tte.

Suggested label placement
A!wa•1s place the classification level label at the
tcp of the diskene.

-

-

♦
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Exhibit 8 - 3- ¼" Diskette
Place the top edge of lhe SF 711 , Data Descriptor
label. at the top of me inCented portion of the
diskette. (This is en the side of the Cisl<ene without
lhe hub.) Place the appropriate classification level
lal:>el, SF 706, SF 707, SF 708, SF 70g, or SF 710
direc:ly betow the SF 71l . P,ress the bo1tom ol the·
classifle.ation level label around the bottom edc:e cf
the diske!1e. so that the bottom edge ol the 1abe1
adheres to the side of the diskette with the hub.
(When the diskcue is placed in the computer's di.sk
drive. you will be able to sec the lab-el color if the
edge of the diskene protrudes.}

1

propriate classification level label. either SF 706,

... .,
--~~----

(
c:......,
c •-----• ~..,c "'- ·••
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c-"""'
c- •...
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......,._
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Fold and wrap the ctassitication l3bel around
the bottom edge ot the diskette,

--

Classification
Label

.. ,.... .,,
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lf ,; In the Spotlight...

MACS James A, King

Coun terterrorism 'expert'
by Barb Conrardy
PubHc Affairs Officer, Naval Alf Station Barbers Point, Hawaii

hen you want to know about something, the best
source is an expert in the field.
When you want to know something about
counter-terrorism, one such expert is Senior Chief Masterat-Arms James A. King.
King, a veteran of over 21 years in law enforcement, is
the Command Senior Chief at Naval Air Facility, Midway
Island. He has been studying terrorism since his lour of
combat with the U.S. Army Special Forces in Vietnam
from 1968 to 1971.
"We called it guerrilla warfare and insurgency back
then," King said. "But it was terrorism in ils purest form."
King said he became interested in terrorism after seeing
the effects of terrorism in combat, and seeing the effects in
Europe.
"It seemed as if no one in the United States was
interested," King said. "(Terrorism) was something that
happened in Europe or Asia -- it doesn't happen here. But,
of course, it ca.n at any time." So King began studying
terrorism and its effects.
During a recent assignment to Naval Air Station
Miramar, California, King developed a curriculum for its
Crisis Response Force training.
He taught a graduate-level cou rse on Terrorism and
Hostage Response at San Diego's National University, and
wrote his doctoral dissertation on terrorism.
King has an impressive library of books on terrorism,
including two be wrote, "Terrorism: A Practical Guide for
Police" and "Providing ProtectiveServices for VIP Protective Details." The books, published on 30 October 1988,
are nestled an1ong a large collection of video tapes and
about 400 slides on the subject.
As a member o( the National Tactical Officers Association, a nationwide police orgao.izatioo for special tactical forces, King recently had an opportunity to take part in
a tour of Europe's top counter-terrorist teams that included a special unit of the Israeli Border Police, the
French GIGN, Germany's GSG-9, and the Special Wcap•

W

ons Unit D-11 of the London Metropolitan Police. King
also went through the diplomatic security driving course
taught by the German Bundeskriminalamt-· the BKA-- an
organizational equivalent of the FBI and the Secret Service
combined.
"Drivinga Mercedes-Benz at 85 miles per hour, on wet
pavement, and then slamming on the brakes, is like an 'E'
ticket ride at Disneyland," King said.
But alljoklngaside, King said theculmination ofhis21year law enforcement career came when he was given a
birthday dinner in the special functions room at Scotland
Yard.
He said he had made lots or friends on the security
training trip, including the Deputy Commander of GSG-9,
who was recently King's guest in San Diego.
King also said he especially enjoyed watching the
changing of the guard from inside Bud<lngharn Palace.
Because of his extensive background in the field, King
is uniquely qualified to teach counter-terrorism, among
other subjects. Besides his graduate degree, he also bolds
a California state teaching credential, and was awarded the
title of Master Training Specialist while assigned as an
instructor al Master-at-Arms Afloat and Shore Patrol
School, Fleet Training Center, San Diego.
King is a certified PR-24 police baton and firearms
instructor by the U.S. Navy and the State of C31ifornia, and
as a defensive tactics instructor by the FBI.
King was recently rewarded for his efforts in the training of crisis response aod auxiliary security force personnel
with a Navy Achievement Medal.

*
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SECURITY OFFICER

Dick Mulhare, NAVSECSTA

In the Spotlight ...

"Alligator
lluildoon..,, ..__; .
Top-notch security
· .··

·

··

by Larry N. Wclcll

NISCOM Law E.oforcemenc and Ph)'Sical Security Programs
Staff Assistant

is employees affectionately refer to him as "Alligator·Muldoon," the guy who wants to employ
low-tech base defenses with the installation of a
moat. Ironically, though, he is nothing like America's
answer to "Crocodile Dundee" and the security of his
base is very high tech, in fact, i1's a model.
"Alligator," whose real name is Dick Mu!hare, is
the security officer for one of the Navy's more unique installations•· Naval Security Station (NA VSECSTA).
One factor which makes 1his station unique is an
unusually high degree of harmony and support between
the major claimant, commanding oCficer, security officer,
and security department employees. But it's the
installation's location that prcscnls some of the more
unusual challenges.
Located in the prestigious Northwest suburbs of
Washington, DC, the station's 38-acre site is surrounded
by such neighbors as the Ambassadors from Sweden and
Japan, the American University campus, an NBCaffiliate radio and television station, and The National

H

We operate a 'fair and friendly
security service'
- Dick Mu/hare, NA VSECSTA

Presbyterian Church, NA VSECSTA occupies the
highest elevation in Washington, DC, but less than one
mile away is the newly constructed Soviet Embassy.
With a rooftop of antennas, the Soviet's are sited on an
elevation near equal to the station -- convenient for
electron.ic eavesdropping.
As host installation to the Headquarters of Naval
Security Group Command, Naval Telecommunications
Command, Communication Security Material System,
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··.· officer, programs·

and Naval Electronics Systems Security Engineering
Center, security for the station must be as flawless as
humanly possible. Although Mulbare uses both Federal
Service and Contract Guards, he far extends the human
factor with over 200 Electronic Security Systems which
are literally everywhere.
Included in bis state-of-the-art defenses arc clcc•
tronic "sniffers" to check for explosives, X-ray screen.ing
systems for the mailroom and visitor centers, CCTV surveillance and anti-intrusion infra-red motion detectors,
and conventional Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) on
fences, windows and doors.
It is a matter of pride to Mulhare that
NA YSECSTA's electronic defenses have kept pace v.;th
technology. He recalled that upon arriving at the station
in 1963, " ... all we had were burglary alarms on doors •that was the extent of our IDS. And now with the strong
support of the commanding officer and our major
claimant, COMNA VSECGRU, we are .in a position
where we can point to an integrated physical security/
antiterrorism defense which is model."
In addition to electronic security assistance,
Mulhare bas worked closely "'ith public works for design
and instaUation of less sophisticated, but no less important, automatic antiterrorist vehicle barrier systems,
bullet-resistant shields in the guard and visitor's centers,
and high-security lighting.
With 1,300 employees working in 20 buildings,
Mulbare's small internal security force of 29 Federal
guards-· even with augmentation by external contract
guards, could not possibly hope to provide reasonable
controls on physical security without use of technology,
Mulhare stressed that NA VSECSTA's Electronic
Security Systems are 100% operational at all times.
"We ha,•e a very capable work group which maintains our systems in an cvcr.. rcady condition," Mulhare
said. "I have been to many bases that use various
electronic sensors but half their gear doesn't work."
Physical security operations for Mulhare and

seabag for civilian service and went
on to spend eight years apprenticed
in maintenance of security systems,
high security vaults, locksmithing, and
fire protection. This was followed by
six years as deputy security officer
before taking the Security Department helm in 19n. Since that time
the security program has been rated
as 'outstanding,' likewise Mui.bare bas
been the recipient of outstanding
achievement awards year after year.
Exceedingly modest, Mulha.re
again and again attributes bis professional growth to supcmsors and co"AJligator Muldoon," alias Dick Mu Iha re, and the sign-map of Naval Security Station's3$-.ac,e workers who patiently explained the
site in Washington OC. Formerly the Mount Vernon Seminary, a school for girls established nuances of technical security as well
around 1910, secu,ity to, the station·s 20 buildings present unusual challenges. (U.S. Navy as such sound management principles
photo by Mr. Ray Humenik, NAVSECSTA)
as orga.ni7.ational behavior, budget
processes and the importance of planning.
NA VSECSTA have not always been smooth-sailing.
James A. O'Hara, formerly a security specialist with
Recounting the most difficult periods in his 25-ycar
tenure, Mulhare solemnly recalled the 19n conversion
the Naval Security Group Command and now Director,
to a contract guard service and the subsequent loss of
Law Enforcement and Physical Security Programs on
the CNO Staff, said, "I've known Dick Mulhare for
their Marine Guard Company. The Marine departure
from security assignments at NAVSECSTA was part of
thirteen years. Upon meeting him in 1975 it was my
a well-intentioned restructuring effort to better employ
initial impression that, ' ... this guy is one of the best in
Marine assets.
the security business,' and if anything this opinion has
lt was an emotional experience which was exacerbeen strengthened with the passage of time." O'Hara
bated by our forced default of three guard-service
continued, "Mulhare is thoroughly professional regardcontracts for failure to meet specifications. This
less of the situation. He is an intelligent planner, fair
supervisor, and totally dedicated to the security mission.
resulted in our use of NAVSECSTA's crisis response
teams to fill gaps until new contracts could be negoti•
ated." He added, ,,.Contract guard performance is
This guy is one of the best
better now but we'd still prefer a Marine sentry manning
in the securily business'
our external guard posts."
-lames A. O'Hara, NISCOM-24
Some of the problems mentioned by M ulhare are
commonly shared concerns of others in security. He
I know of a no more capable security officer within
said, "We operate a 'fair and friendly security scn,ice'
but it is always a challenge to sustain employee awareDOD."
ness for the need to closely control base access, perform
Reluctant to accept ere.di! for the remarkable planning, organization and installation of high technology
vehicle inspections, and check briefcases." According to
Mulhare, " ... this is a difficulty which requires continuing security equipment and unusually well-executed day-today routines, Mulhare sincerely defers praise everyeffort to create and then maintain proper employee
attitudes regarding the importance of security -- inforwhere except to his own skillful management. He
mation as weU as physical."
prefers instead to highlight commanding officer and
major claimant vision for ESS adaption and funding, and
Over his 25 years in a security role at NAVSEChis team of professionals for maintai"oing an even keel
STA, Mulhare's success story is typical of stalwarts whq
persist in working hard toward professional growth, and on security training, equipment maintenance, and the
myriad of other details associated with NAVSECSTA
possess the 0exibility to change with the times. Report•
security duty.
ing to the station as a Dam.igc Controlman in 1%3,
within a relatively short time he married, turned in his
(Co11ti11ued 011 following page)
0
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'Alligator' (Conti1111cd from previous page)
Although now gray at the temples Mulhare continues to draw on the street-smarts of his youth in Newark,
New Jersey. Whether walking the fence line, watching
contract builders pour cement at NAVSECSTA's new
Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility, or
overseeing the escort of a disgruntled employee offbase, his eyes are alert fo r the unexpected -- that
something that is out-of- place, or just not right. When
asked whether his attention to such details is a result of
growing up in a tough Newark neighborhood or 25 years
in security, he laughed but was noncommittal.
A former NA VSECSTA guard lieutenant underscored the professional leadership advocated by
Mulharc. "l never worked for a more fair-minded

supervisor. Mr. Mulhare was always a constant source
of inspiration in the way he encouraged all of us to learn
and grow, both personally and professionally," said
Marshall Schenck, who worked on the NA VSECSTA
fo rce between 1977 and 1986. "It seemed be was always
anticjpa_ting trouble and, with fair accuracy, bad us
prepared for the unexpected."
Speaking of anticipati.og the unexpected, Mulhare
simply smiled slightly when asked about the "Alligator
Muldoon" moat. He later disclosed that members of
the neighborhood's conservative architectural control
committee would probably find the idea an impossibility.
Something tells us, however, that if he really thought
il would help the security of his installation, Mulhare
would fight for a moat.

*

NAVSECSTA Commanding Officer, Cmdr. Jay Wilkinson. with members of the security department following the presentation of 1987
ou-tstanding pertormMce awards. {From left, back row) Ray Toonet Deputy Security Officerand Roy Parker, Destruction Technician. (Second
row) Oick Mulhare. Security Officer; Aay Anania, Criminal Investigator: Thomas Hendry, Guard Captain; and Dale Jones, TechnicaJ Security
Specialist. (Front row) Annie Swindler, Assistant Secucity Clerk; Cristine Brown, Seeurfty Administrator; Carolyn McCoy. Assistant Security
Clerk: and Officer Francis Smalls. \U.S. Navy photo by Ray Humenik, NAVSECSTA)
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Model Base Security Plan available at Echelon Il level
by Lt. Ron Rusek
LEPS Assistance Tearn Atlantic

o you have a Security Plan? Just as important •• is it complete and workable?
All Naval acti\ities arc tasked by OPNAVINST 5530.14(series) v.ich producing a unit
security plan. The plan is lo include aay-10-day security operations as well as contingency
plans for how the activity will defend against various adversities, including bomb threats, terrorist activities, etc. The key point is that the plan must be feasible.
The Law Enforcement and Physical Security (LEPS) Assistance Team Atlantic has developed
a comprehensive model BaseSecurity Plan that can be adapted to your installation. The model plan
was developed al the request and v.ith the assistance of CINCLANTFLT.
The detailed plan, patlerned after a major shore installation, is intended for use by commands
ranging from large shore stations to the smallest tenants. It is not a "fill in the blanks" document,
since only you know what clements are essential for your particular environment, but is intended as
a guide to assist you in produc.ing your own security plan and complying v.ith the directive.
The docuruent has recently been made available to Echelon [I commands.

D

*

The Compendium ... finally!
A compilation of reference and training materials
tor law enforcement and security programs
by Robert R. Bonelli
NISCOM Anltterrorism Doctrine & Tactics
Blanch

avy law enforcement and security professionals in the field
have long expressed their concern regarding the absence of informatjo11 on training and reference materials in the areas of law enforcement,
physic.al security, antiterrorism, low
intensity conllict and crime preven-

N

tion.
lo answer to this need, the Chief

of Nav,~ Operations (OP-09N) and

the Naval Investigative Scn;cc Command (NISCOM) have developed the
Compendium of Reference Material,
intended as a ready reference document for security officers on courses,
films and publications avai.lable for
career development and training in
I hese areas.
The informarion contained in I he
Compendium does not, by inclusion,
imply that the course, film or publication has been approved for use by each
security department. Requests for
courseaucndance or film use must be
submitted through the appropriate

chain of command.
The Compendium, expected lo
be out sometime in March, will be
distributed to security officers Navywidc, with updates planned annually.
Comments and recommendations concerning the quality of the
courses, films or publicat ions listed
are invited. Additional entries, deletions or ot her contributions may be
pro\ided to Naval Investigative Service Command, Code 24X32, Atln:
Robert R. Bozzelli, Washington, DC
20388-5024.

*
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Finding fund$
for your
s@cu11ity projects
by "/wJy' twJerson and Jeff Ross
NISCOM Physical Security Plans and
Assessments Division

f your activity needs an integrated
security system to safeguard a
critical readiness asset, how docs
that need become a reality?
Let's examine this hypothetical

I

situation.
You have coordinated this need
within your activity and it developed
into a Sl75K OPN project for a turn•
key contract to buy and install the
integrated security system. This issue
is ranked with other funding require•
mcnts al your activity in accordance
with guidelines provided by the major
claimant (e.g., CJNCLANTFLT,
CNET, NAVSEA, etc.) as part of
establishing Navy program objectives.
These issues are forwarded, through
the chain of command, to your major
claimant for consolidation with other

resource requirements.
Each major claimant prepares a
Program Objectives Memorandum
(POM) submission, which includes
their security requirements, and submits it to the appropriate resource
sponsors within the office of the Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO), such as
OP-03 or OP-05.
Every security issue is also forwarded 10 us·· CNO (OP-09N) ·• as
assessment sponsor for physical secu-
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rity. We review security issues from all
major claimants and develop a
Baseline Assessment Memorandum
(BAM) which we forward to each
resource sponsor for funding consideration. Baseline assessments arc
estimates of program costs necessary
to meet CNO goals and ensure development of a balanced and consistent
program. In other words, we assess or
present a."bill" to each resource sponsor for security "services" needed for
the Five-Year Defense Program.
The resource sponsors then decide how much of that bill can be paid,
in relation to their total program.
They evaluate funding requirements
from each major claimant and each
assessment sponsor, and develop a
Sponsor Program Proposal (SPP).
After an iterative adjustment
process, each SPP is presented to the
CNO and the Secretary of the Navy
(SECNAV), where further adjustments are made.
Finally, the Navy POM is submitted to the Secretary of Defense
(SECDEF), who recommends total
Navy resource requirements within
the parameters of SECDEF fiscal
guidance.
Interestingly, the foregoing description has bee n simplified for the
sake of space. To give you an idea of
the complexity, the actual POM-90
guidance package consisted of 39

documents, some running up to 127
pages.
The following questions may
come to mind.
What has happened to, and where
is, your S175K security requirement •
• especially as it relates to the overall
Navy submission, which was approximately $101.6 billion for FY 1988?
Does it still have visibility or identity in the overall perspcetive of Navy
Maritime Strategy?
Can we, OP-09N, help you maintain a voice on the OPNAV staff'?
How can we work together to
support your requirements in the
POM process?
First, a little more explanation of
the proce..~s.
The number of issues that claimants may include in their POM sub-

mission is not limited; however, resource sponsors are only required to
formally respond to the claimant's top
five issues. Therefore, if a major
claimant addresses security, and the
need to safeguard their existing critical readiness assets as one of its top
five issues, the resource sponsor will
give more support to our security assessment. If the resource sponsor
does not support it after it bas been
identified in the top five, we have an
opportunity to address it in a post SPP
Program Assessment "Heads-up"
Report. In this, we summarize what
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we consider to be significant funding
deficiencies.
For the major claimant to address
security as one of its top five issues,
each activity should also rank security
as one of its top priorities. For this to
occur, it is critical that (1) detailed
information/documentation is provided to support each project, and (2)
the activity's commanding officer believes security is a high priority.
Herc's where we can help. We
have a limited staff that can, at your
request and our expense, review,
evaluate and assist in the preparation
of physical security/anti-terrorism
requirements prior to your submission to your claimant. Also, we cao,
and do, work with your major claimant
to determine the best spread of available security resources.

The Navy bas two principal and
distinct peacetime responsibilities:
(1) to maintain current fleet readiness, and (2) to ensure future force
capabilities. To ensure Navy capability and readiness, we must have a
commensurate program to safeguard
critical assets and personnel who perform our crucial defense mission.
As an assessment sponsor, OP09N has two basic tasks: (1) to identify
long and short-term programming
actions to achieve security levels necessary to accomplish the two principal
Navy responsibilities, and (2) to assess
the degree to which this is accomplished in the POM.
In other words, we can be your
voice on the OPNA Vstaff as the security conscience of the Navy, and support the programs you need to the

resource sponsors. We can aid your
project development and support your
requirements.
By the way, if you're wondering
what happened to your S175K security
re.quirement, it was approved, but the
money has disappeared into the bulk
of the appropriation. It is now up lo
the major claimant, the type commander, or the activity to program
those funds during budget execution
to support what was requested.

*
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Security Communications
(Part 2)

Definitions
by Miehael J . Peebles
NAVELEX O,arleston. Systems Engineering Division

C

ommon terms used when describing communications systems aresometimesconfusingto personnel not ,rained
in this area. A clear definition of some of these terms can provide a better understanding of the land-mobile
communica1ions system used at your activity. The follo,ving is a alphabetical listing of definitions containing

some of Lhe more common terms used in communications.

Rase Statioo -- A permanently installed transceiYCr ::tt a fixed location.
:-itost b-asc s1ations have a much greate r pow·er output than o ther
equipment in 1hc communica1ions SJStem. Arm:nnas for base stations
are high gain and most often located o n the highest point available.
Controls for base s1a1ions ca n ~ loc.atcd on the traosc.eivcr it,;clf or
controlled re mottl)' ( remote cornrol) depending o n the type of equip-

ment.
0135 - Darn E.ncryplion System. OES is algorithm developed b)' U3).1 for
1he Ka1ional Bureau of Standa.rds. It has been approved by1hc National
S¢<'urity Agency for1 he encryption o( unclassified bu! sensitive na1ional
sccuri1y related infom1ation. ( A full article on DES will appear in the
next issue of~.)

Duplex • A rommunic:uions channel which has separa1e 1ron.smi1 and
recei\•e paths. l)uplcx land-mobile eommunic.ations channel$ have
separate Crequencics for these operations. Duplex channels must u.se a
repeater.
frequency Atloc:alion - The a1.1thorization to use a spc.cific 1ype of
equipment in a particular band of frequencies. A ll communications
equipment must have a frequency alloc.:nion prior to procurement and
frequency a.~ignment.
Fn:quency Assignment • The assignment of a particular frcqucm.)' fo r
~•sc 'A'ilhin a specific geographic operating area using desig:nnted trans,.
ccivc requipmcnt. Although somefrcquencies forcctrninopcra1ions arc.
assigned on :.l na1ion-v.ide or world-v.-i de basis (such as maritime
frtqucncies), most arc authoriied fo r use in only one geographic ;irca.
Q3in • The magnirication pcr.1,erof the transmiued ot recci\·cd signal t>y
1he antenna, ·inc g.ain or an antenna is usually measured in decibels or

dO.
Remote Coou'OI • A piece of equipment which allows the con1rol of

Rcpe.itcr - /\ piece of communications equipment which allows a single
channel to transmit on one frequency a.nd receive on another. The
prim3rypurposeof a repea1eris 10 extend the range of a communica1ions
S)'l>tem by receiving information and re,•.tmnsmiuing (or 'r.epeating') it at
!,'1'.'Cater power for extc1,dcd rMgc. The use of repeaters is especialty
effective in systems using hand-held radios which must operate over a
large a.rea. A hand-held radio is IOW•powe.r and has limited range when
talking 10 ano1her hand-held on simplex t.hannels. U a hand-held is
within range of a rcrx:ater and opcra1ing on a duplex channel, 1he
dfoeti\·e range o ft he radio is the same as 1he rc-pcatcritsclf 3nd is greatly
increased.
Simplex-A communications channel wi1h the same 1ransmj1 ttnd receive
pa1h. Simplex Jand•mobile communications cha1rnels use a s.ingle
frequency. Equipmen1 operating on simplex channels rnlk dir«tl)' m
01hcruni1swi1hout benefit ofa repea1er. and usu;1llyhave less range than
duplex channelS.
Squelch • An clccuonics circuit wh,ich 1ums off (oi: ·squelehe.s') 1he
votumewhen only noise. is being received, the rccdvcd signal IC\•CI is.very
wc,ak, or a specific series of tones is no1 received (between trans-missions
in tonc-c-Oclcdsystems), "lb cl'¢ are t\.\1) typc-sofsquckh: tarrier and tonceodcd. carrier S-ql•Clch operates based up(m the receh,ed signal level
regardless o( the type of signal. Tonc-codtd squelch only turns on or
unsquctches 1hc volume wht n a specific. :K:rics o( tones is received. A ll
transceivers in S)'Stcms "ith 1one.('()(lcd squekh gcner.ue 1hest tones
"'-'ith ev<;ry tran$mi..,;sion.
TaUc.-around - A i;jmplcxchannel which uses one of the freq utncics of a
duplex channel, thus bypassing the reptattr. The 1alk•around channel
pc:rmi1scommunic.ltion.s tocon1inuc, with reduced range, if !he repeater
is disabled, Wi1hout the repeater, the duplexcha.nncl c.annotbc used and
eommunic.a1ions is impeded, unless a simplex channel is available. All
systems containing a repeater should be designed with a talk-around
channel.

f unctionssuch asvolume.squelch, and channclsel¢-c-tion,from a outl}ing

IOC'ation from the trans,:-civer(similar101hntof a TV remote you may use
a1 home). This allows the transccjver tot>c located much closer 10 the
antenna, which is a great advantage technically.

np • Radio freq uency.
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Transceiver - Any p-ie<c of communications equipment which both
transmits and recei\'CS signals.
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Fingerprint powder
OK to use
ver the past four years, the carbon-based powder known as
Naval Investigative Service "Raven 1080 Black," which has had
(NlS) has received many in- rhc hazardous PNA hydrocarbons
quiries from the field concerning the removed.
potential health hazards of carbon
The Material Safety Data
black based fingerprint powders.
Sheet (MSDS) for "Raven 1080
The charcoal in some powders of Black" states that the powder may
this type contained absorbed Polynu- cause temporary discomfort from
clear Aromatic Hydrocarbons inhalation of dust concentrations
(PNA), which was believed to c.ausc above permissable levels, but there
lung and skin irritations, and possibly are oorecognized chroniccffects from
lung cancer.
overexposure. Epidemiological studOne such powder speci(ically in ies of workers in the carbon black
question was the " Hi Fi Volcano" industry have shown no significan1
brand sold by Sirchie Laboratories, health effects due to occupal ional exInc., which is among the most com- posure.
monly used brands in the Navy, and
From information currently
was found to contain the highest quan- available, carbon black based fingertity of PNA hydrocarbons.
print powders produced after 1985.,
Contact with Sirchic Laborato- including Sirch.ie's "Hi Fi Volcano"
ries in June 1988 determined that as of brand, arc considered safe lo use.
1985, the company bas been using a Although no evidence bas proven any

0

significant health hazards, pre-1986
"Hi Fi Volcano" brand fingerprint
powders should be destroyed.
When using any fingerprint pow....---...
der, the safety precaulions noted on the
MSDS should be adhered to. Sirchie fingerprint powder
MSDSs may be
obtained by \\Tiling
to: Sirchie Fingerprint Labo-

ratories,
Inc.,
P.O.Box
30576,Raleigh, N.C.
27622. If brands
othe r than Si.rchie products
arc being used, the manufacturer should be contacted 10 obtain safety data sheets.

*

Reported by Maris J. Jaunakais
Head, NISCOM Forensic Sciences Division
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INDUSTRIAL
SECURITY

Yes, Virginia. There really is
a Navy Industrial Security Program
by Philip A. Bennett, Head,
NISCOM Industrial Security Policy

hose of you experiencing
shortness of breath and rubbing your eyes in disbelief can
rest assured -- there really is a Navy
industrial security program.
In addition to informatjon and
personnel security policy, CNO (<?P0 9N) is chartered with implemenung
the DOD Industrial Security Program
(DISP) for the Navy. A full time
posi1ion has been established with a
mission to enforce DOD rcgulallons
in the Navy, render guidance and assisiance, and address policy issues
specific to our service.
We've been working hard 10 establish our presence wi1hin !he Na,y
and industrial security community
1hrough close coordination with the
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Policy) (DUSD(P)), the Defe~c
Inve.,tigativeService (DIS) and maJor
Naw procuring activities. Because
ind1;strial security involves all disciplines of security, the policy changes
within the DOD security program
forced us to do a lot oftrencb work 10
gel thing,, rolling again.

T

DOD/NAVY INDUSTRIAL
SECURITY POLICY
The DISP is a system of requirements and procedures established to
safeguard classified information entrusted to U.S. industry by the govern-

r
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menl. A contractor performjng on
classified contracts must implement
these requirements with government
advice assistance and oversight. DIS
adminlstcrs the program with guidance from DUSD(P). They enforce
1he DJSP and are the eyes and ears lo
industry for all User Agencies. (A
User Agency is any federal department or agency that requires the services of contractors on a classified basis
and subscribes lo the policies of the
DISP 10 acquire the services.)
DIS implements the DJSP by
publication of the "Industrial Security
Regulation" (ISR), DOD 5220.22-R,
and the "Industrial Security Manual
for Safeguarding of Classified Information" (ISM), DOD 5220.22-M.
The JSR establishes the program and
setslhe rulesthal User Agencies must
follow, The ISM, on the other hand,
p.ro,ides industry with the rules and
necessary guidance to properly safeguard government information, OP09N currently implements the JSR
within theNavythrough publication of
OPNA VINST 5540.SL of 27 June
1986. Trus directive addresses aspects
of the DISP that arc unique to the
Navy and is the "operational" instruction for the Navy industrial security
program, The instruction is presently
going through a major_revi~ion that
will be much more detailed, mforma1ive and readable. DJS expects 10
publish a revision of the !SR in early
spring of 1989. We arc aiming f~r
publica1ion of our revision to immed1-

C: aJ
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ately follow that of the !SR. Keep an
eye out for it!

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY
TRAINING
ll'sa known fact that there is linle
or no awareness in the fleet about
opportuni1ies for trainin~ in indu_strial
security. However, quality lral.lllilg IS
available!
The Department of Defense Security Institute, located at Defense
General Supply Center in Richmond,
Ya., originally a part of DIS, is ch~rtcrcd with developing and prescnung
courses of instructio.u in all collateral
security disciplines. Because of its
roots with DIS, the Institute pro,ides
expert instruction in industrial security,
Two courses available are the
"Industrial Security Basic Course",
and the "User Agency Inspector
Course". The basic course provides a
general overview of the DISP through
use of !he JSR and the ISM and is the
best explanation of industrial security
available. If you arc a contracting
officer, security manager/specialist,
or pan of the security staff of a command involved in classified procurement, then tlus three-day course is
highly recommended, The Inspector
course provides security personnel
with detailed instruction on recommended procedure., for inspection of
on-installation contractors. If your
command is host to any contractor fa-

·~ .
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cility and your command has retained
security cogni?..ance over I.be contractor's site, then this week-long
course is a must! (Don't be surprised
if these courses become a requirement of our new directive for attendance by industrial security personnel
of host commands.) Both courses are
resident courses and are offered three
times a year during a two week block.
They can betaken separately from one
year to the oc,t or in a single block.
Refer 10 exhibit 3E of OPNAVINST
55.10.lH, Information and Persoru1cl
Security Manual, for descriptions of
other security courses available.

Quotas for these courses are allocated to Navy commands by the Office
of Civilian Personnel Management
(OCPM). Inquire ab<)ut quotas by
calling OCPM at (202) 6%-5097 or
Autovon 226-5097. Despite the funding restraints we all face, security
managers of host commands should
make every effort to send industrial
security personnel to these courses.
At a minimum, security managers are
encouraged ro enroll their industrial
security personnel in correspondence
courses sponsored by the Institute.
"The Defense Industrial Security
Progran,, Pans I and II" provides the

student ,,ith a clear and easy-reading
course on key topics within the DISP.
Course catalogs and schedule updates
arc available from the Institute upon
request by writing to: Registrar, Department of Defense Sec.urity Institute, c/o Defense General Supply
Center, Richmond, Va. 23974-5091;
or calling (804) 275-4891 or AV: 6954891 . -I'

ATTENTION ALL HANDS, ATTENTION ALL HANDS!!
DO NOT, I SAY AGAIN, DO NOT
SEND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL
TO DOD CONTRACTORS OR NON-DOD AGENCIES
In the final issue of the/11fomro1io11 a11d Perso1111el Security News/el/er, we alerted you to the increasing
numbers of security discrepancy reports sent to us from the Defense Investigative Service concerning the use
of First Class Mail by Navy activities when sending Confidential material to DOD contractors.
The reports keep coming io with no sign of slowing down. Paragraph 15-4.lc of OPNA VINST 5510.lH
specifically states that you may 110/ use First Class Mail to send Coo6deotial material to a DOD contractor
or non-DOD agency. The reason is that contractors and non-DOD agencies are not required 10 establish
screening points to control incoming mail, thus access to classified information is not limited to cleared
personnel only. The danger lies in that Confidential material sent First Class, may be opened by uncleared
contractor employees working in the mail room.
Refer to paragraph 15-4 of OPNAVINST 5510.IH for the approved methods for transmission of Confidential information or call our Security Action Hotline at (202) 433-8856 or AV: 288-8856, and ask us! *
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Beer Dr/nKers

The brew often perceived
as 'harmless' may be more
hazardous to your health
than wine or hard liquor!

espite his hospitalization for
severe stomach problems
related to his drinking,
Gcorgeempbaticallydenied he was an
alcoholic.
After all, he rationalized, his
marriage was intact, he worked 40
hours a week and he was financially
secure enough to drive a new car.
But George believed the strong•
est argument of all against his being an
alcoholicwas that be drank only beer.

D
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bard liquor and 2.4 gallons of wine.
Beer consumption may increase
even more with the introduction of
"instant beer" developed by Mostafa
Hamdy, a University of Georgia researcher. Hamdy is seeking a patent
for his product which is designed for
"consumers who want a truly light
beer to carry along on a hike or keep
in the pantry ro mix by the glassful."
The high rate at which Americans
drink beer probably centers on the
perception that beer is a relatively
barmlc.ssbcveragc -- a view reinforced
by the highly visible advertising cam•
paigns sponsored by the competit ive
(No matter that he consumed two brewing industry.
Most of those ads portray beer
cases a day.) In fact, George had
switched to beer believing that, no drinkers as backslapping good ole'
mauer how much he drank, it was boys whose good, clean fun is ensafer than the cocaine he'd been ad- hanced by an ever-present, foam ing
dicted to a year before.
mug of brew.
Some brewers even tout the
George is not alone in assuming
that beer is meant to be swigged by the healthfulness of their beverages. One
mugful.
Canadian study claimed that beer
During 1981, the per capita con• drinkers had fewer illnesses than teesumption of beer in America was 26.6 totalers or those who drank other
gallons compared to 2.6 gallons of alcoholic beverages. The credibility of

,

that research suffers, however, co11siderillg that one of the study's sponsors was the Brewer's Association of

Canada.
While it's true thal, ounce for
ounce,beer has less alcohol than equal
amounts of wine or hard liquor, a
more suitable comparison would be
between typical serving sizes. ln that
respect, a 12-ouoce can of beer, a fo urounce glass of wi.ne and a one-ounce
shot of whiskey have virtually thesame
amounts of alcohol.
Even so-called "light" or lowcaloric beers cootain almost as much
alcohol aHegular beer. While regular
beers have alcohol contents ranging
from 3.610 4.4 percent, light beers are
2.4 10 2.8 percent alcohol.
Research also indicates that beer
may pose it's own unique health risks
10 those who drink it as their main
alcoholic beverage of choice.
According to research conducted
at six Veterans Administration hospi-

tals, heavy beer drinkers apparently
are at greater risk of dying of liver
disease than people who abuse the
same amounts of wine or hard liquor.
Thest udy released last year foulld
that the five-year survival rates fro m
alcoholic hepatit is were only 24 percent for heavy beer drinkers, compared to 45 percent for those who
abused bard liquor and 58 percent fo r
those who dra nk mainly wille,
Studies al.so show that beer drinkers are more likely to drive while intoxicated than people who consume
mainly hard liquor or wine. In a 1983
survey of 1,000 American drivers
conducted by researchers al the Clairmont Colleges in Clairmont, California, more than half of those who drink
primarily beer said they drove while
drunk compared 1028 percent of wine
drinkers and 31 percent of those who
consume bard liquor.
As the dangers of beer drinking
have been exposed, many people may

be tempted lo "go on the wagon" with
so-called non-akobolic beer, but thC)"
should be on guard, particularly if they
are recovering alcoholics. Current
federal regulations consider a beverage non-alcoholic if it contains less
than 0.5 percent akohol. While half a
percent of alcohol is not a danger to
tbe average drinker, it maybe enough
to cause the alcoholic to "slip" during
recovery.
Chemical dependency expcr1s
also fear that non-alcobolie beer may
cause relapse because it closely resembles beer and may encourage the
alcoholic to revert lo " the real thing.''

*
Reprinted fmm the July 291 1988 edition
of th-e Kings Ray Pcri1.cooe~ ~ a\•al Submarine Dase_,Kings Ray, Gcorgi,1.

Even One Drink Means ...
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Defending against
terrorism
Pa r t 6 in a series

Mail Bomb!

by JO 1 John S. Verrloo
NISCOM Public Affairs Assislant

Is it ticking?~_

n Grants, New Mexico, the in- parcel or an envelope, and its outward
tended victim of a mail bomb was appearance is limited only by the
killed and aoothcr was seriously imagination of the sender. However,
injured on October 24, 1988. A supply mail bombs have exhibited some
man at a local uranium mine, whose unique characteristics which may asjob included the distribution of gel- sist you in identifying suspect mail. To
type explosives and blasting caps, was apply these factors, it is first important
suspect. A task force of Postallnspcc- that you know the type of mail that you
tors and perso,1nel from the local or your organization regularly receive.
Crime Laboratory determined that
Mail bombs may bear restricted
the man had brought thcarmed device endorsements such as "Persooa1" or
aboard a commercial airliner as carry- "Private." This fac.1or is important
on baggage and 0ew from Albuquer- when the addres.~ee does not normally
que, New Mexico to Las Vegas, where receive personal mail al the office.
he mailed it 10 his intended victim. He Also, the addressee's name or title
was arrested and charged with homi- may be misspelled or otherwise inaccide.
curate.
According to a report by the Chief
Mail bombs may bear distorted
Postal Inspector, this was only one of handwriting, or the name and address
10 mail-bomb incidents that occurred may be prepared with homemade
in the continental United States in a labels or cul-and-paste lettering.
two-month period. In the other inciWatch for protruding wires, aludents the bombs had detonated in col- minum foil, or visible oil stains, and be
lection or mail boxes and no injuries alert for peculiar odors, like that of
were reported. Many of these devices cleaning fluid or almonds. Mail with
were pipe bombs.
an excessive amount of postage
The likelihood that you will ever stamps should also be suspect.
receive a bomb in the mail is remote,
Letter bombs may feel rigid as
however, all too many of these devices cardboard or other stiffeners are used
have resulted in death, injury and to hold spring-loaded devices. They
destruction of property over the past may also appear uneven or lopsided.
few years.
Parcel bombs may make a bu,.zWhat can you do to prevent a mail ing, ticking or sloshing sound. They
bomb disaster? Keep in mind that a may be unprofessionally wrapped
bomb can be enclosed in either a with several combinations of tape

I
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used to secure the package. Another
aspect to watch for is an irregular
shape, soft spots or bulges. Pressure
or resistance should be noted when removing contents from an envelope or
package.
Most importantly, if you have any
reason lo be suspicious about a mailfog and are unable to identify the
sender or verify the contents, do not
open it!
Isolate the parcel or envelope and
evacuate the immediate area. If possible, open nearby ,vindows to assist in
venting potentially explosive gases.
Do not put it into a confined space
such as a desk drawer or filing cabinet.
If it is a bomb, and it goes off, you arc
only supplying it with additional
shrapnel.
Don't try to take action on your
own by placing it in water! Some
chemical devices arc water-activated.
Contact your local security or
police department and Postal Inspector immediately. Don't worry about
the possibility of embarrassment if the
item turns about to be innocent -don't lake a chancel

*

From the U.S. Postal lnspector'sOime Prevention HOTSHEET "Bombs by Mail," and
the Chief Postal Inspector's Postal Re1ated
Somb/ExplosiW' lncfdent Summary: September & October

1988.

Security Awareness·Poster Contest deadline extended!
The deadline for the Security Awareness Poster Contest bas been extended to 1 July 1.989 and the prize is
being upgraded.
Although only one winner will be selected, aU entrants will receive recognition for their efforts. Entries will
be judged on the Security Awareness concept of each poster, and not on the quality of the art. OP-09N2 will
produce a poster, redrav.'Il to professional standards if needed, based on the winning concept. Runners-up may
also be selected for publication as posters.
All posters wiU become property of the Department of the Navy and, when published, will become public
domain. For th.is reason, do not submit copyrighted materials.
Submit original ideas and/or artwork to: ChiefofNaval Operations (OP-09N2), Security Awareness Poster
Contest, Naval Investigative Service Command (Code 21), Information and Personnel Security Policy,
Washington, DC 20388-S021. Refer questions to James McElroy at AV: 288-8855 or Comm: (202) 433-8855.

NIS
Espionage
Hotline
How's it going?

ligence Directorate at the headquarters in Washington
DC. Since then the hotline has processed 39 calls, an
average of three-four each month.
Approximately85%of the calls received result in some
type ofinvestigat ive or administrative action by NIS. Those
calls which provide sufficient information to initiate atn investigation are forwarded to the nearest NIS Resident
Agency.
The DON Espionage Hotline exists to give people in
1
the fleet the means to report possible espionage or security
violations while maintaining their confidentiality.
The call is toll-free, 1-800.445-7343, anywhere in the
United States. Efforts to expand the use of the hotline,
including the means to make the system available to over•
seas personnel, are in progress.

*

he Department of the Navy (DON) Espionage
Hotline was established in May 1985 as an adjunct
to the BOBSLED Task Force, a joint agency
operation formed to investigate the espionage acti\ities of
Marine Sgt. Clayton Lonetree. Today, the hotline provides
DON personnel direct, confidential access to the Naval Investigative Service (NIS) to report information that may be
related to spying or security violations affecting the Navy or
Marine Corps.
One of the most significant reports received through
the hotline occurred in October 1987when a Navy member
reported the irregularities of a shipmate's handling of classified information. The subsequent NIS investigation led
to the arrest and court-martial or a senior enlisted man for
the unauthorized removal of highly classified information
from his command.
In Janu;uy 1988, the hotline moved to the Naval
Investigative Service Command (NISCOM) Countcrintel-
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